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Chapter I.

Nebraska and the Country School Legacy
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In 1980, the Mountain Plains Library Association, employing a grant

from the National Indowment for the Bumanities, authorised a study of the

rural schools of an eight-state area. This report is the Nebraska section

of that investigation.

Acting in accordance with directions supplied by Andrew Gulliford, the

Project Director, three people in Nebraska have aeon primarily responsible

for the research phase. Miss Sandrf Scofield of Chadron State College

has covered the western tiers of counties. James Dertien, Librarian for the

Bellevue Public Library, has studied rural schools in the eastern section.

As hmmanist for the state, i have dealt generally with the central counties.

This report will make use of materials from their findings.

Although project directions suggested we might consider as "rural"

those schools having up to six teachers, we have more than not concentrated on

those with but one two. Whereas a part of the problem in interpreting

statistical analyses of rural schools is that governmental agencies often

consider as "real;" a town of up to 2,500 inhabitants, for purposes of this

'study, we have emphasised the oneteacher school often situated it a comparatively

isolated area, and in a rural setting.

in important feature of our efforts has been its oral history wherein

we have placid on tapes the experiences of a variety of people.- present and

past rural schoolteachers, students, and county superintendents, as well as

others who have had experience with cOuLtry schools. As a rule we have

photographed these participants. Our interviews will be substance for

scholarly research into the American scene. Also, with an eye toward the future

of historical studies, especially those having to do with "material" culture,
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we ha7e secured information (photographs included) on two kinds of rural school

buildings--those refurbished and presently serving as museums and those which .

preservation agencies might decide to convert into historical sites. Many of the

Latter group are presently used for teaching purposes. In these attempts, we

have gathered data on where rural schoal memoribilia may be found, and have

acquired, as one instance, a complete set of school board records dating from

the early 1680's. While those two portions of our research have dealt with

"primary" materials, we have also compiled an extensive bibliography consisting of

county, school district, and state history sources plus "literary" accounts

of the rural school experience. In these efforts, we have received help from

many agencies--libraries, museum organisations, historical societies, both state

and local, colleges and other educational groups. Scores of individuals

have come forward with offers of aasiitance. These materials will be placed

in a central depository in each state and an index to each state's collection

will be iisseminated.

What motives lead one to such a study of our heritage? Can one suppose

that C. Reinhold Niebuhr was correct when he pointed out several decades ago

that as a nation we are lately (and commendably) becoming more conscious of

our past, and, having lost our "innocence," will therefore come to act in more

mature ways what with an improved recognition of our history, as Walt Whitman

and T. S. Eliot have both noted, of the "pastness of the present"? As to

Nebraska itself, we hope that the pastnoss of the country school can bring to

is a better recognition of the present situation in education.

Several factors may account for our present investigations into the

rural schools of Nebraska; ancl, whereas students of the culture of this state may
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also be blessed with a portion of that historical awareness which Niebuhr

attributed to our nation, some factors may be distinctive in a few ways.

To use the phrasing of Walt Whitman as he exulted,over the vastness

of our country, Nebraska is a "varied and ample land," measuring about

200 by 500 miles. It has had a great number of school-buildings to match

its space.' This large area was settled in a comparatively brief span of

years. Despite the first school house being built in 1822 just outside the

walls of Ft. Atkinson on the Missouri River north of Omaha, the majority of

Nebraska's schools were constructed nearly uit'in a fifty-year span, from the

beginning of territorial settlement to the end of the nineteenth century, when

virtually all of its empty lands had been-taken up. Also, luring the ieriod of

the state's rapid settlement, the public school movement burgeoned. 1nis

fact, added to the great influx of immigrants who wished educational advantages

for their children, led to the forestation of the plains with rural school

buildings.

Since many of those buildings erected within the last century are still

standing, Nebraskans have a vivid se visual sense of their heritage in

rural, schools. In the state in 1979-80, they existed in relative profusion

with over four hundred of the nation's total of over 1100. Often, one can see

them along an interstate highway near a metropolitan center or tucked away in

a remote area thirty or forty miles away from a population center. Still

prednminantly rural, a majority of the population .has had some knowledge of

the country school in one form or another, although the incidence of their

contacts is undoubtedly lessening.



Further, controversies over consolidating the rural schools arise

every few years and keep them in the public eye. Also, in recent years,

the American public has heard that its "modern" educational system is not as

effective as it should be, and seeking a palliative for this ailmelt, some

have advocated a return to what it was that the rural schools did for them

or their grandparents. Such nostalgic reasonings have brought the rural

schools into the forefront of attention again.

This report will deal with several phases of the country school

experience. The first concern will be on these sch.'ols as historic sites.

The second will be on them as community centers. The third will assess

the role of the rural school in Americanizing ethnic groups. i succeeding

chapter will deal with marimba, another with the role of the teacher in

her little school, and a final chapter with its future.

Contrary to my early expectations, I discovered that Nebraskans

arm in the forefront in attempting to perpetuate the rural school tradition.

They have preserved a fairly large number of rural schools. While the

list I will xatmit here is not a definitive one, &though I suggest that

one might profitably be made, I can report on enough of them to demonstrate

that the citizens of this state have had a deep interest in our educational

past. Following a discussion of those schoolhouses Presently serving as

historic sites, I will comment on some that could conceivably be added to

them. This series will first consider the eastern part of the state, for it was

there that settlement began and school districts were first formed.
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Dal= ank Sc. On June 26, 1980, Marvin F. Livett, Nebraska

Historic Preservation Sites Officer for the Nebraska Historical Society,

announced that the Camp Creek School, District 54 in.Otoe County, had been

entered into the National Register of Historic Places. This school district,

located eight miles south of Nebraska City, close to the Missouri River, had

been founded under an impetus supplied by Congregationalist Church members

newly arrived from Connecticut and other Eastern states. George F. Lee assisted

in setting up a schoolhouse in Bain's Grove, also the site of a Sunday school.

Lee had served ft term in the Territorial Legislature in 1858 where he voted to

establish a system of schools. No records exist to testify that school. was

ever held.

In 1861, Alexander Bain, also a member of the Territorial Legislature

but in 1859, gave a conditional deed for the sits on which the school building

stood:

Conditional Deed, Alexander Bain and wife
to

School directors of Dist. #1 Mater 54.7
Filed for record Sept. 30, 1 1 at 10 A.M.

Aug. 13, 1861 entered between Alex Bain and wife Eleanor A. Bain
of Otoe County to school district directors and thsir successors in office,
for sum of 1 dollar. Convey 18 sq. rods for purpose of building a school
house, and keep property well fenced. Also agreed that if school is
abandoned property shall revert back to party of first part.1

Soon after the Civil War came statehood for Nebraska and with it in 1869

an Act to Establish a System of Public Instruction for the State of Nebraska.

Somehow in the transitional process involving a change of state officials,

District 1 became District 54. Finally in 1874-75 this comparatively redord

less schoolhouse gave way to a brick structure, the one now on the National

RIgister.

In 1875, H. K. Raymond, County Superintendent of Schools for Otoe County,

submitted- a report to the State Superintendent of Public Instructicniregretting

that such circumstances as the grasshopper "rstds" had militated against the

kJ
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best interests of the schools, but he found much positive to say. Of the

county's seventy-eight schoolhouses, two were stone, twelve brick, sixty frame,

and three either log or dug-outs. The average value of the wood schoolhouses

was 16529.50, he reported, while that of the brick was $4,075.00. 'resumably,

the Camp Creek School fell within the latter category. District.54 drew his

"high commendation," along with others for "manifesting a . . . laudable emulation

in supplying their children with a home during their sohool hours which may

at once be a source of pleasure and profit to them."

Other districts had not done so well by their children-- "some districts

are too well satisfied with their uncomfortable, dilapidated and miserable

tenements, hardly fit for man or beast." Several had broken panes of glass

in their windows. The plaster was off and foundations were bath poor and

unbanked. Some had no hooks, nails, or shelves for the children's clothing

or lunch buckets. Others had no broom. Raymond's criticism extended to the

outhouses. How, he asked, could the morals of their children be otherwise than

contaminated with the public exposure such falilities often afforded?

He would be in favor of requiring every district to erect one or more suitable

outhouses and to keep them in good repair. blot wishing to damn absolutely,

he saw encouraging signs that these unconcerned districts would improve things.

Visitors to the new Camp Creek School will find an up-to-date building,

with indoor toilets installed in 1975 run on water piped into the building

by the Rural Water District No. 1. They will notice the electric lights that

have replaced the kerosene lamps and reflectora ranged along the walls.

Shades and curtains now cover the windows as against the wooden shutters of

earlier times. The old board floor is covered. Further, they will see that the



school is still in session, with six students taught by Mrs. Martha Brief.

The building is stuccoed and is, in the words of Mrs. Brief, in "pretty good

condition." The equipment for teaching is as modern as that in any other

school. It is served by Educational Service Unit #4 based in Auburn. When

asked whether any special use is made of this new "historic site," Mrs.

Brief replied that, while visitors would be welcome, time far there had been

none. The only notice the school had received up to January, 1981, was a

plaque.2

gl. Dada Idea. The lortunes of St. Deroin School were intimately tied

in with those of the Missouri River and the small town the school served. In

1853, Joseph Deroin, a half-breed, laid out the settlement as a trading and supply_

post for Missouri River traffic. In 1858, a subscription school was organized

but superseded in 1866 by a public school. It was a wooden structure, one

fortunately short lived, if this description by the Keoghs County superintendent

is au apt one:

The school house is rather inferior to any. I will not attempt
to describe it, as Judge Ritter informs us here a new one will be erected
soon. However, we will speak of the stove. Judge says it is the best
in the state. We do not know how that is, but we can say of a truth
here,_it is the best in the County. This is to their credit; it ought
to be in a better house and hope it will be as another year rolls around.

Judge Ritter's forecast was accurate. In 1872, a brick schoolhouse supplied

a better Wilding for the supposedly "best" stove in the county. It was a good-

sited structure and homed sixty-on. students that year. Around the turn of the

century, however, difficult times came for the village of St. Deroin, at its

zenith having 300 habitants. The Missouri River began to change its banks (1908)

and destroyed the town eventually. Its citizens decided to relocate the school

I ()
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building on a bluff though still within the townsite. For six months, the

salvaged school served thirty students, but the town of St. Deroin began to

dwindle away as a river portage. From 1909 to 1944, Nemaha County operated

the school as District 56.

In 1978, the Nebraska State Came and Parks Comission restored the

brick building erected in 1872 and moved in 1908. The Commission sought to

make the restoration, in its terms, "as authentic as possible." It researched

old photographs, studied the ruins of the structure thoroughly, and interviewed

former teachers and students. 3

al &Iasi kumai. In 1973, a Historic Preservation Team under the

National Park Service laid out plans for a $31,000.00 project designed to preserve

the Freeman School and to make it a part of the Homestead National Monument,

situated near Beatrice, which commemorates the original homestead of Daniel

and Agnes Freeman, often considered as the first plot of land to be filed for

under the Romestead Act of 1862. Their plans materialised. In 1976-77 the

school building was completely restored.4

Five families lived within the district when it was formed in 1868. One

of these was Daniel Freeman's, whose homestead is the present sits of the

Homestead National Monument. In tit: spring of 1871, a log building valued at

$5.00 was used in the newly formed District 21. lour,' Wagoner, the teacher, then

eighteen taught seven children during the spring sessiomlpd earned $75.00.

The next fall he taught three months for $112.00.

The log building gave way to a brick school located in a new site on a

plot of land purchased for $1.00. The brick was made locally, possibly by T. H.

Freeman, rather than by Daniel Freeman, as was once claimed. But it is Daniel

11
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Freeman's name that has been best remembered, since it is associated with

the "original' homestead. It is remembered for still another reason. In 1899,

the teacher, Miss Edith Beecher, asked the school board for permission to conduct

religious exercises in the school. It was granted. She read passages from the

King James version of the Bible, sang songs from a gospel hyrn book, and offered

prayers to God. Daniel Freeman objected to these religious observances and

petitioned the state superintendent of schools, William R. Jackson, to atop them.

Jackson thought them not improper, commenting that the Bible did not promote

the causes of any sect but was, rather, a classic that would teach moral lessons.

In further litigation involving the Gage County District Court and

eventually the %breaks. Supreme Court, the latter body found that the exercises

were sectarian and thus in violation of the state constitution. While later

clarifying its position, the state court decided that the mere reading of the

Bible was not unconstitutional and became so only when the teacher beeame a

propagandist for a particular sectarian viewpoint. Following this judgment,

the teacher went on with Bible reading sans interpretation or exegesis. '

To ensure against a further violation of the state constitution, Freeman,

once an intelligence agent for the Union Army, visited school often.

Improvements came, as they did for most rural schools. A woodshed and

water closet were added Just outside the schoolhouse in 1916, a relatively

early time for the latter item. In 1914, the Dempster Company put in a new

water well. Electric lights came rather late, it would seem, in 1940. The first

monthly electrto bill was $0.75. In 'cast same year, the teacher drew $55.00 per

month but by 1950 the district paid $140.00. The total cost of operating the

school. in 195') was $2595.42, in 1954, $3012.40, and in 1964, 85448.10. This

last amount, the whole lost for educating seventeen children for a school year,

12
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while considerably more than the $75.00 spent in 1371, seems hardly a lavish

expenditure, even for 1964.

The brick building served the area as a polling place, as community

center for debates, literary society meetings, and as a place of meeting for

the First Trinity Lutheran Church in the 1870's. It fell only two years .port

of being used as a schoolhouse for one hundred years. School was discontinued

in 1968:

The school stands quiet now. The sounds of the teacher's bell,
the children at recess and the Sunday hymns have faded, just as the
tallgrass prairie has all but disapposied. Today thr school gives us
a window to the past--a small glizpse of lift. on the prairie frontier.

1212221 2A SIZADA 2=1. West of the Freeman school in Jefferson

County sits another restored one-room schoolhouse with a long history of its own

and with still other historical conneetions. It is District 10, commonly ma led

'School on the Oregon Trail." Just across the road from this school, located,

one-half mile south of the Big candy Creek and ono-half mile north of the

Little Blue River, is tho cite of the Oregon Trail.

Like the St. Deroin School and others, the general area around District

10 first had a subscription schcl, backed by Joel Milroy and taught by Valentine

Kyle. Its 'Arm was three months. Three years later a territorial district

school board fixed the district's boundaries and employed a teacher. The year 1869

saw it as the Meridian School in the townsite of Meridian, a village that may

have been devastated in 1875 by a tornado. The town was not rebuilt but the

schoolhouse was. Around 1890, however, so many pupils were living at a distance

from it that patrons looked around for a more central location and moved the

building to its present site on land deeded by Jacob and Wilhemina Dein for as

long as a school building set there. About 1900 the present frame building

13



reolaced-the old structure which sold for thirty dollars to Jacob Dein who used

1.- lumber to erect farm buildings.6

Through the'next six decades, teacher succeeded teacher, enrollment

swelled, then declined, and improvements in school textbooks came along.

Finally it became difficult to find a teacher for the 1960-61 term at which

time the district voted to contract with the neighboring town of Alexandria

to accept its students. Four veers later, its patrons dissolved the district,

and the school which had served the rural area for nearly a century shut its

doors.

It shut its doors as an educational institution, but kept them open in

sense to preserve the memory of the rural school. The year following the

dissolution of the district, the Jefferson County Historical Society and the

Alexandria Community Club leased the property for ninety-nine years and began to

preserve the buildings--the schoolhouse, two privies, and a shed-as a museum.

A leaflet distributed by the two sponsoring organisations states that tt is

open every Sunday from three to six p. a., or by the special cooperation of

George Dein, a farmer who lives east and north of the schoolhouse one and

sue -half miles. Ths museum itself is located two miles east and two south of

Alexandria.

On the grounds nu, one stone marker commemorates the Oregon Trail.

It was placed there in 1914 by the school district and the State of Nebraska.

Two stone and bronse markers, erected in the 1960's and 1970's, similarly

memorialize the Pony Express and the Mormon trek. L wooden sign notes the two

sponsoring agencies. As with the Camp Creek School, District 10 is now a designated

State of Nebraska Historic Place. Its inside furnishings are quite as they were

when school closed in 1960, though, as a museum, it holds much of the memoribilir

14
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of the country school at many years past.

Diglad IZ, balmily. In an area with low population and with no large

or even medium-sised cites, the Polk County Historical Society has created a

museum complex that seems especially. to stand out. Among its holdings in Osceola

are an old-time "Grandpa's' shop with forge, harness, fly nets and tools of a

long gone day, a German Lutheran Church with all its original furnishings moved in

from north of the city, a complete barbershop, the first postoffice in the county

dating from 1870, an original log house built in 1872, a sod house constructed

within the last few years, and a mansion, the Mickey house, built in 1884 by John

H. Mickey, a former Nebraska governor. Within this cluster of buildings sits the

schoolhouse which once served neighboring District 17.

It is equipped just as it was, with a few additions. The outside toilets,

the merry-go-round, the outdoors pump, books, desks were left intact. Then

are period outer garments hanging in the vestibule where a water bucket and

wash basin are placed for an often chilly use. Text -books and pictures dating

back to the early days of the district in the 1880,s have been donated by residents

of the Osceola area.

Using the resources of the school-museum, the Historical Society gave a

Christmas school program one year. Another time, Mrs. Mildred Flodman, drawing

on her memories, and her Mother's, as former rura:. school teachers, had classes

in reading, art, arithmetic, and geography. In an October, 1980, meeting

held at the Senior Citisens' Center in Stromsburg, Mrs. Flodman led classes in

such subjects as korasks history and mental arithmetic. The participants

wore clothing reminiscent of pioneer times.7

Ita Ca Wad= 211191, Built= allust Ites ZAIL koala. The

schoolhouses just discussed have~ been displayed in a more or less degree
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for public viewing. The nest two or thre4. in line can be said to serve the

general public, of ochres, but they have taken up a different function--

that of being inInived in the day-to-day educational processes of present-

day school children.

ilg Cunningham School, District .1.1j, was situated in Newman Township,

seven miles northwest of Valparaiso in Saunders County. Like most other rural

school districts in Eastern Nebraska, it has a history running back to the dates

of first settlement. The original building burned in the 1930's but was

rebuilt where the first sat. As many as thirty-two children attended the school,

often carrying their own water to school, sitting three at a desk on occasion,

and running outdoors to the outhouses at recess time.

Because, in 1966, call four youngsters lived in the district, the school

board contracted elsewhere for their instruction. There it sat for nine years

until the Nehracka State Fair Board purchased it and moved it to the State

Fair gounds '11 Lincoln where it, along with such other buildings as the Hudson

log cabin and the early-day Roca depot, now constitutes Heritage Village. The

Lincoln Public Schools permit students to spend one day each as members of

Social studies classes in this building that they can exnerience actually one

phase of their state's history. 8

at Gibbon 10211 AI lam Itighz bum. Materials supplied by the officials

of Stuhr Museum tell the story of how this one-room rural school came to be a

part of its complex:

In August, 1967, a olla room, white frame school!houst in
excellent condition was moved from northwest of Gib n, in Buffalo
County, to Stuhr Museum. It was donated by Dr. Unheth Pierson of *flight
Nebraska, who attended the school in the 1930's.

The county superintendent's records of School District 25 show this
school must have been in caration in 1876, and it could possibly have
been used a year or two earlier.

The floor frame of tongue and groove and dowel construction confirms
the date of construction of the building. The side walls and windows
are believed to be of a law? construction. Museum officials estimate that
the desks, stove and other furnishings inside the school building were
manufactured and placed in the building near the turn-of-the-century.

16



The bell tower and :food window frames (used to replace almminnm
counterparts) came from an unused building near Prague, Nebraska. The
very old lightning rod and weather vane came from Prague, als0.9

Stuhr MUM= has a fairly extensive list of books once used in rural

schools. Older titles include James Kontieth's nut lessons la why,

1863: Harper's 291221 Geocrantm, ca. 1875; Joseph H. Allen's Wail Qt

Instruction IA IAILA, 1887; riagrizaLs gsugan Scho91 8011, 1874; 9=1111

Arithmetic, grAl Ina Written, 1878; and the well-known Falser Method Bain=
Writing. 1915.

The Stuhr Museum cooperates with the Grand Island School District in a wry

that makes good use of th, Gibbon School. Each grade aligns a special topic, sty

one in Nebraska history, with special artifacts at the school, in what is now a

Grades I-V/ program. A portion of the following release speaks for this

joint effort:

Grade IV, which averages about 480 students each year, utilises the
museum's rural school. After prevork in the classroom studying rural school
instruction, one class a day is transported to the museum by school vans.
The class is then divided and each half rotates at lunch time. Half the
class spends half a day in school. The schoolhouse is well supplied with
early texts, slates, slate pencils, straight pens and ink. The class does
spelling bees, penmanship exercises, and studies Nebraska history and
geography. Students and teacher are responsible fcw :r.rryi.Ag in firewood
and water. Recess is time for such games as hoop rolling and Red Rover.

Ones the museum employed former rural school teachers. As it became more

difficult to find them, it had to use those from the regular classroom.

After one-half of the students have their half-day in the rural school, they

move to the blacksmith shop where they have a hands-on activity. The basic

philosophy of the museum study, one similar to that practiced at Old Stur-

bridge Village in Connecticut, is to let the students see, handle, and work with

the artifacts, Obviously a day spent studying in a rural school setting will
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impress a situation on the students' minds in a way thrt will complement

the more abstract mode of reading words alone. In traveling around the stet& in

recent years and being concerned with whether the humanities have, made use of

museum facilities in any systematic way, I here learned of very fey programs

such as those at the State Fair school and Stuhr, of few where curriculum

makers seem sufficiently aware of the artifact as symbol, which, when looked

into closely, will tell the viewer so much of what lies behind it, or is encon,

passed in it. As a system of study used by literary critics, it yields surprising

results and will be similarly effective for teachers in such other areas as

social studies,

As a last note on the educational use of their museum, Warren Rodgers,

the educational officer, has recoatly received a mini-grant from the Nebraska

Coemittee for the Humanities to take the museum to all schools in Hall County.

His touring collection of artifacts, housed in compartmentalised trunks, will

be programmed into classrooms for two weeks per school. It will include photos,

teacher guides, suggested activities, and evaluation sheets. Considering the

problems involved in transporting students to the museum, it is well that students

learn of the pioneer heritage through such artifacts that can be bundled into

trunks even though the ideal would be to have them attend the school itself,

as the Grand Island students do.

Nedzkladglt Aza =It Collect. The September 26, 1960, edition

of the Ant jtaters a Wayne State College newspaper, shows Dr. 111. Seymour,

President of WSC, explaining a planetarium of fifty years ago to a group of

children dressed in the garb of that or an earlier time, in a one-room school-

house whose furnishings appear to be about eighty years old. An issue of the

Ant lima, dated September 29, 1980, has a photograph showing Mrs. Shirley

18
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Hamer, a teacher at West Momentary School in Wayne, conducting a class with

her fourth grade students at the sane schoolhouse. They too are dressed in the

clothing of the early twentieth century. It is not exactly a aovel experience

for Mrs. Hamer.

in the country.

This one.roaa structure on the Wayne State campus,is the McCorkindale

School, named for Miss Mamie McCorkindale, an education teacher on the Wayne

campus from 1920 to 1949. Formerly, it was District 13 in the county. The

Wayne State Foundation restored it in period items of the 1090-1910 decades.

The building itself, a typical "box-car" kind so canon throughout the land,

is about one hundred years old. Besides the old furniture which includes a

parlor organ anu a potbellied stove, there is a collection of 250 textbooks,

all at least fifty years old, and two sets of encyclopedias, one published in

the 1880's. The building, acquired in 1966, serves, in the Ara Herald's terms,

as an official Nebraska Centennial museum to recognise an era in Nebraska

education to which Wayne State College made an early significant contribution."

At the dedication in 1966, poet John O. beihardt, whom I will cite later,

spoke about his memories of rural school education.1°

ram /Can Arjaagyl, bawd/ ba. In 1970, the "Little Red

Schoolhouse," standing =used in Goose Valley three miles northeast of the

village of Berwyn, caught the eysiof Orin H. Talbot of Broken &W. Through

his efforts, the City of Broken BoWbought this building and moved it to

Tomahawk Park in the northwestern edge of the city. There, it is maintained

by the Broken Bow Retired Teachers' Association which furnished it with old

desks, books, a globe, and other fixtures. On one occasion at least, the

Custer County Association of Retired Teachers held one of its meetings there.

She was the last teacher in this building when it was situated
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This box-like structure with a small entryway, thrseurindows on each side, stands

in Tomahawk Park "as a tribute," states the late Ziffializaut in its September

15, 1979, issue, "to the rich heritage of the pioneers and dedicated teachers who

educated the arm children despite many inconveniences and lack of materials."11

In this general area, at Callaway, citisens there have restored a former one.

room oonntry school and have placed it in their Seven Valleys Museum.

Severalschool-eaureums have been established in South Central Nebraska.

In Lexington, in 1959, the Reed family presented to the Dawson County Historical

Society a ones -rota school, formerly District 55. It was set on the grounds of

Memorial Park and.later in 1972 moved next to the Historical Society's museum

building for permanent display. It is equipped with the furniture normal to such

schoolhouses -- double desks, pot-bellied store sitting front center, lamp

brackets, a vestibule for lunches and coats, wall maps, and*ths inevitable

picture of George Washington. The =seem ftnagement is in the process of lining

up the many pictures it has of older schools and their patrons and children.12

The small town of Edison in Furnas County. moved a schoolhouse into its

city park. District 102 was situated three and one-half miles south of Edison.

First formed in 1896, the district had its last school in 1935 and was dissolved

in 1949, but the building sat unused until 1968 when it was moved into Edison.

Its Nebraska Historical marker bills it as "The Small Schoolhouse," and

rightly so, for it measures fourteen by sixteen feet. Mrs. Clara Carey, the

caretaker in Edison, noted that for same time it was regarded to be the smallest

schoolhouse in the state but it was later learned that such was not the oase.13

bum =Oda, #11, rdatidst wk. Adolph Thumin, who became a banker

in Cambridge, stsrtsd to school at Sunny Hillside four miles southeast of

20
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Cambridge in 1896 at the age of six. A number of years later he bought the

building for the City Park at Cambridge and harand his sister (name net given)

moved it in. A frame building about twenty by thirty feet, with the usual

three windows on each aids and the small vestibule, and pump outside, it

occasionally serves teachers as a place to hold classes.14 Quite close to

Cambridge, Orleans also has a country schoolhouse, once called the Midway School,

District 76. It uoits'located between Lima and Orleans and is now a part of the

Harlan County Museum.

NAzst =221, ELI= Via, Minded. The school-museums thus far

discussed have come from the work of some non - profit organisation like a city,

a state or a county historical society. The Warp School, a part of the large

Pioneer Village complex at Minden,is privately owned. Owner Herold Warp,

Chicago industrialist and a former student of this rural school, bad it moved

into Minden completely intact about 1947 when school was discontinued in it.

It is equipped exactly as it was at that time. All of the textbooks, for

instance, remain locked up in bookcases as are the school records.

I will next consider country schools in the Western third of the state.

My principal source of information will be an essay prepared by Miss Sandra

Scofield for "The Country School Legacy" in January, 1981. Throughout the

1940's and 50's, one might have expected to sell a rural schoolhouse every

five or six miles even in this CGnsely populated area. Though our state still

ranks high in umber, of country e!hool districts, the 430 or so that remain

are tut a fraction of what there were once. In the vast 2,063 square miles of

Sioux County, for example, there are now-only fifteen school districts end

thirteen schools whereat at an earlier time there were eighty -five districts,

most of which were country schools. Dawes County, as another instance, once formed
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119 districts across its 1389 square miles. Is 1900 it had seventy-six schools.

Today only seventeen districts remain of which fifteen are rural and fourteen main-

tain their own "town" elementary schools. Three counties in the Panhandle area

no longer maintain Class I districts, the term generally used to refer to rural

sehools.15 This condition holds for vixtually all other areas of the state.

District 22, Shrida4 County. What has happened to the literally

hundreds of country school buildings that since dotted the landscape of Western

Nebraska? A letter from Mrs. Robert Gaily, Gordon, respecting Mt. Pleasant,

District 17, Sheridan County, to the "Couery School Legacy Project may reveal

a disposition of and attitude toward these old landmarks that is common:

District 17 ceasee to exist about eight years ago when it merged
with two other districts to form an enlarged District 83. School
continued in the Mt. Pleasant Schoolhouse, however, until last year,
when a new, sore centralised facility was built. Thus right now the
old schoolhouse is unused except as a community center. We hops very
such to maintain it in good condition, feeling that we may again need the
space in case of enlarged district enrollment, and also believing that a
schoolhouse which served faithfully for so many years deserves a great
deal of respect.

Many say of a building that may hive served three or four generations of e

family, "I hate to see the old school go." Their foresight may hove been like

that of the patrons of Peacefhl Plains School in Thomas County. Built in

1968 and closed soon thereafter for ten years, it was reopened in 1979 where

it continues in 1980-81 to host school.

$y go school. Privete individuals have ,reserved others. One of these,

the Evergreen School, situated southusst of Chadron on the Deadhorse Road,

has been maintained by Mr. and Mrs. Jack Liudeken.

This school, established in January, 1886, was constructed of logs taken

from the pine trees that grew in the area. The log cabin still stands on the

original site. In 1912, it was covered with finished lumber andca....ber
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added. The building has not changed significantly since that time, and, chile

school in the Evergreen District #22 has not been in session for over thirty-

five years, the Lindekens have maintained it so that it looks quite as it did

when school was being held.

btIn. There is a link between the Evergreen Schorl and another

"preserved" school. When the Evergreen School closed, its children went to

District 18 three miles to the north. 'lag Butte, as it was called, closed

during the 1970's, but the Deadhorse Community preserved the building constructed

in 1887.

An interesting story ties the name, Flag Butte, to the school and its

flistory. One Sunday in an early time, settlers, meeting at the home of Ben

Davis just west of the butte, thought they needed an eminence where a flag could

be raised on suitable occasions like Independence Day. What would serve better

than the butte nearby? Thus, it received its name. The flag-raising activity an

the Fourth of July lapsed until the local 441 Club revived it in 1957. Woo

100 people attend a sunrise flag-raising event every July the Fourth and meet

for breakfast served by the community's extension club in the schoolhouse.

Closing the school in the mid-70's did not mean the end of the building.

Members of the Deadhor\se Community decided to save it and began a fund-raising

drive aimed to gather money to buy it at auction. Bidding opened with $100.00

offered by the club members. There were no other bids. Apparently word had

spread around that the old structure vas to be saved for future community use.

With the remaining sum of $500.00 left from their fund-raising efforts, the club

vas able to purchase the contents of this schoolhouse, and, these, together with

donati4na enabled the newly incorporated, non-profit Flag Butte Community
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Center to have a building that serves it to this day. They help maintain the

Center by staging u Armor's Market each fall.

Harrieqa, §Lou County Historical ,Societr. While collecting histories

of country schools, the Sioux County Historical Society decided to move an

old schoolhouse into Harrison to restore it. Two men, Dr. Grayson Mead and

Pots Nunn, donated the $200.00 for baying it. Now it site on the main street.of

the small town beside a small post office, also restored. The building,

although changed slightly in outward appearance when one of two doors was

sealed shut, has an interior restoration quite complete in an early twentieth-

century motif. Most items have been donated. They include slate blackboards,

an antique round stove, desks, bookcases, a water jug of crockery, and books

from the county superintendent'e office. A small jacket hangs in the cloakroom

to give it the same kind of personal touch as that in the Osceola schoolhouse

described earlier.

Bala sat 211w. Western Nebraska offers still other examples of

schoolhouse preservation. In the southern Panhandle, the Leith County Historical

Society has put the old District 7 building on display in Ogallala. The Banner

County Historical Society has moved a small log structure built in 1886 peat to

its museum in Harrisburg. A stone schoolhouse, constructed in 1903, and now restored,

is a part of the Ash HolloiState Histcrical
9

Park near Lewellen, on the site of

Ash hollow, a major campground for 1.ravelers on the Oregon Trail. Farther east,

the town of Bassett in Rock County maintains a small, restored schoolhouse ou

the grounds of the Rock County Historical Society.

Bilk oink sad Mtd.bliagi. Two other schools, now being researched,

are of historical interest. Bush Creek School, District 14 in Cheyenne County,
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was built in 1921 and has been in operation since. The present building replaced

the original one that began operating in 1898. It was first known as the "-erman

School until 1918 when the namepapparently being unpopular with patriotic

enthusiasts, was changed to Happy Hollow. Some of the children now attending

the Rush Creek School are grandchildren of the original German _wile. The

Mud Springs School, first built in 1901, located in Morrill County southeast

of Bridgeport, is currently working through the offices of Congtessvoman Virginia

Smith to be designated as a national historic site. The school dii;trict has

been dissolved but the building is still used by the community. The Nebraska

Historical Society has offered seasonal exhibits in the school. The area is of

prticular interest because it was the site of a stage, Pony Express, and

telegraph station. It was also a ailApary outpost and the scene of a battle

betve,,n United Statel soldiers and Cheyenne Indians.

L_
II.

Igirgi =malt la Estuntial barna =Lt. While it was not the. chief

intention of "The Country School Legacy" initially to discover rural school

buildings that are already functioning in a museum capacity, we did locate

nearly thirty, as previously described, in what is admittedly.not a definitive

search. Our main efforts have been einumLnin and photographing nearly

100 existing country school buildings that might in the future swell the number

of preserved structures to more than thirty. We will assume that the forces

that worked to mark that thirty might similarly, using the resources we have

garnered, work to name additional ones. I will next consider selected instances.

ALMA% itStorieg.1 listifIMMI. The Alexandria schoolhouse near the

Oregon Trail, the Freeman School at the Homestead National Monument at Beatrice,
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the St. Deroin School near Indian Cave State Park, and the MUd Springs School

just discussed have received advantages from being situated in an area of broad

historical significance. This has surely enhanced their support from

preservation agencies and from public attendance. Can others be similarly aided!

Later, I will cite instances from the writings of Hari Undo*, the well

regarded author of 211 iglu, bearing on her country schoolteaching. Because

she is significant in a literaryhistorical sense, it seems both desireble

and logical that a country schoolhouse be restored in her memory and named for her.

Also, later in the report, the name of Bessie Streeter Aldrich will

appear in respect to the country school picture in southeastern Nebraska, and, while

she did not teach as Mari Sandos did, eh...wrote knowledgeably about one.

Similarly, John G. Neihardt might also be commemorated for he did teach in a

country school as a young man, as we shall later note. About seven miles west

of the small town of Tryon, Nebraska, in the Sand Hills, sits a rural building

known in the area as the Snyder School for the family of which Nebraska

author Nellie Snyder ,Yost is a member. School is still in session at this

small, modern building. It would be well to give this building some kind of

',______public notice in the name of the author of egIlal ga Aiwa, even though

it\s not exactly the same one she attended nor in quite the fame location.

Ik Structures bearing the names of such_ historically significant people as

just Suggested will gain attention from the name, cf course. But, it is apt

mandated anywhere that only the wellknown can be remembered. Why not also

theasung laborers in the vineyard of rural school education? They will be

remembered through their testimony given us on taped interviews, but,

regrettably in SPA, other places but for an occaoionel news clipping, and in
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country galloon, many long-term county superintendents, and even school

board members for whom country schools might be named. It is not an uncommon

practice in cities. It can be done in the country also.

I will not hesitate to call the Sand Hills of Nebraska an area of

historical significance. Students of Nebraska history know how large and for-

bidding it loomed in the imaginations both of Indians and early white settlers.

They know the Sand Hills were settled relatively late. The Sand Hills are

an area distinctive to Nebraska -is there another quite like it? I suggest,

then, that one or more of the small, isolated country school buildings that

served thi: vast area so well be preserved ib an important component of its

history. There are many choices. One possibility is the Triangle School,

about ten miles northeast of Arthur. A small, frame building, it is situated in

one of the =nitrous valleys of this county without a river, where rain from

the hills finds a subterranean exit, if exit at all, in those hollowed-out cups.

4- But, one hear... the site would be so inacoessibie. Should it not be

moved into Arthur so it would be closer to the highway where motorists traveling

from Ogalalla to Hyannis might view itt No, leave it where it is. In so

stating, I bail Imerson'a poem "Bach and All* into court. The poet admired

the sea shell ad it rested on the beach in its natural surroundings. He found

it had lost its luster when he placed it on the mantel in his parlor. He had

not brought home the sea. In much the same-vein, Thoreau insisted that one could

not eat the true huckleberry in Boston, only in the bills around Boston where one

picked it for ones. self in its natural setting. One needs the nesse of setting.

Onmneeds, further, to travel seven miles on a narrow asphaltic strip, to note
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the vast stretches of grassland, to ride up and down the hill swills,

then by chance to came over one of them to see, as I did, a herd of whitefaced

cattle, and in the same line of vision, a tiny white schoolhouse, framed

against a file of trees, an unusual sight in that land. When we can not have

the sea on our mantels nor pick our awn huckleberries, ve have to tike the shell

into the parlor and huckleberries in a can, and in most cases the country school

in the city museum complex. Once a while, however, people will savor the

complete experience of a thing in its natural, normal setting.

Ika in= Agiael leglau A kmaint About any school building

we have photogralhed can be a candidate for development, quite like the

Cunningham School on the Nebraska State Fair Grounds which is viewed by many

people as a part of the annual State Fsir, a magnet for thousands of Nebraskans

every fall, and where it can be used fpr educational purposes as remarked

earlier of the Lincoln Public Schools. The once rural school on the campus

at Chadron State College is another instance, as are those at such locations

as Orleans, Edison, and Cambridge. In this respect, the general awareness of

the country school as being of historical interest has revived conversation

at Kearney State College about itself moving a country school onto its campus.

I suggest that "The Country School Legacy" has sparked this revived interest.

The opportunities for such groups as senior citizens, city service organizations,

and historical societies are nearly without limit.

One instance might lend specificity to this comment. In Valley County

in Arcadia, a group of energetic women, led by Mrs. Winnis Arnold, City

Librarian, and Mrs. Wilma Pickett, Historian, have researched the sites of

country school buildings within a ten-to-fifteen mile radius of Arcadia.

28
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Several photographs of abandoned structures reveal some "ragged beggars

sunning." They have found some that now serve as machine sheds and, in one

instance, as a bee house. They have located some that are in good condition,

including one northwest of the city that is still in session. It is this

kind of interest in discovering the community's recourcas that will lead

than in time, I predict, to consider how it is they might get one of those

buildings set aside as a historic site.

Like them, others will also become conscious of their own resources and

will take steps to ensure that the country school not become a vanished

part of our history. It is well that they do, for the country schools are

not as numerous by far as they once were. Nor just the physical attributes

will be in danger of disappearing from our knowledge but also the memories

that will grow dimmer with passing decades.

If appropriate follow-up activities are °Inducted, using the several

hundred photographs and descriptions produced by "The Country School Legacy

Project," there is a good chance that future generations will be able to see

the physical actuality of this early, first step in education in the mountain-

plains area.

29
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Chapter II.

%hods as Ccenunity Center:

Bess Streeter Aldrich, had Abbie Deal her leading

4amiudiaia A Is Bla lad attend a log sohool house in Iowa drzing

the early years of the Civil Wert and, while her description of the primitive

building says nothing dirge of Nekraskes, it does indicate sometl!ling of

the conditions under which children of the day attended school. Rough 'helves

fastened to the wails served as desksfronted by long benches of equal height

which in a Procrustean way accesmodated the six-foot boy and the six-year-old

girl at the same time. .Thus, while studying, the students had their backs toward

the teacher but bad to whip their legs around to face him at recitation time,

Abbie carefully concealing her petticoats while a more daring Regina Deal

flounced around, daringly oblivious of showing hers. The students' outer

garments hung on rails around the empty wall. Everyone drank from the same

dipper. They were heated to some degree by a stove placed in the center of

the room. C,ften their food in the lunch pails was !roses.

With husband Will,Abbie moved to Nebraska. In 18%_i" she attended the

meetings of a reading circle which met at Woodpedker School every Friday night.

The participants wore ribbon badges initialed which stood for Stove

Creek Precinct Literary Reading Circle. One team was the Reds, another the

Yellows, and a third the Blues. Each group would recite in its turn on a

Friday night the poem, "The Utionk of the Response," or Hamlet's speech to his

father's ghost, or Poe's "The Raven," among others. On the fourth Friday night,

all members would congregate on the stage,. resplendent in their ribbons, to be

judged. It was in this way that Aldrich's farm people found surcease from
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an exceptionally hard minter.1

A few people have thought that Abbie's early school was in Nebraska.

That belief does not stand the scrutiny of careful reading. The story places

it in Iowa. Aldrich's description of it, however, could just as well have been

about a school in eastern Nebraska. Outside of her account of the reading circle,

which has the ring of actual truth about it, Aldrich says nothing else about

the day-by-day life of the school, strange in that she epee,' so often of other

"cultural" matters, especially painting and singing. Neither of these figures

in the school and community relationship, however. Still, her account of the

reading circle is welcome, for she does describe in some detail what went on

there as to names of songs and poems recited and the nature of the event otherwise.

School matters get considerable attention in Grace Snyder's account of

her life in Nebraska, as told to her daughter, Nellie Snyder Yost, and related

in la =snob:gam, 2
Several times Mrs. Snyder tells of community activities

held in connection with the country, both in the area about ten miles northwest

of Cozad and sight to ten miles meet of Tryon, also in Nebraska.

As she relates it, each schoolhouse in the area hosted a Sunday school.

Annually, several mould convene for a picnic, generally out-of-doors and

widely attended. The event would feature a parade composed of banner-laden

groups representing each school, followed by a program with singing and speaking

of "pieces." In this way, as with so many other districts, the school house made

religious observances possible and tied several localities together. Where

churches were missing, the country school served as surrogate.
3

The family attended the literaries and Orange meetings also. One night

one was held in a hilly area called "Little Kentucky," after Kentuckians who

had settled there. Everyone brought food to the meeting in the schoolhouse.

After the meal, the remainder was auctioned off. Mrs. Snyder's father bought a

roasted chicken to take home but was himself roasted by his wife the next day

31
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when they began to serve it, to find that the viscera had not been removed.

There were debates also at the schoolhouse in which Mrs. Snyder's father

would argue, taking either side of a question. He sang too. Mrs. Snyder has

given the whole of a ballad, "Fair Charlotte." It concerned a young girl who

lived with her parents in a .,ocluded moimtain home, "and she was fair.i

In time Tonng Charles in a sleigh appeared on a bitterly cold night to take

her to a ball in a village fifteen miles away. Although wrapped up, she

began to get cold, then colder, and colder still. Then she died, bat Charles did

not know it until, offering her his hand to assist her from the sleigh, he saw

she did not move. Then he spokes

"Why sit you there like a monument
That bath no power to stir"?
He called her once, he called her twice.
She answered not a word.
He asked for her hand again,
And still she never stirred.
Be took her hand in his. 'Tuts cold,
And hard as any stone.
He tore the mantle from her face,
And the cold stars on it shone.
Then quickly to the lighted ball,
Her lifeless form he bore.
Fair Charlotte was a frosen corpse,
She spoke to them no more.
He took her to her parents' home,
And they no harsh word spoke,
For they saw by the sadness on Ois face
That Charlie's heart was broke.4

Modern listeners could easily disapprove of this poem as being

unduly sentimental, nurtured as many have been on the Mark Twain kind of

realise. He despised what he thought was false sentimentality in the popular

poetry of his times and lampooned it accordingly in his Stephen Dowling Hots

poem in Bucklebury Ziati. Mark Twain to the contrary, and perhaps H. L.

Menoken, whom a professor once accused of killing sentiment in literature,

32
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there is little doubt that many romantic hearts thrilled to the voice of the

singer as his lyric notes filled the country schoolhousermith the sad story

of young Charlotte.

In the mid -lets, the country had a drought and crop failure. Residents

of Use County, Missouri, from which the family of Mrs. Snyder had migrated,

sent a carload of supplies for their stricken friends and relatives in Nebraska.

A relief ocesaittee set up its headquarters in the schoolkouse and from it

administered supplies to the needy. Since the community had little work to do

that winter, whet with the crop failure, it had time to socialize at literaries

in the schoolhouse. One humorous, ironic song caught on and was repeated often:

We have reached the land of drouth and hest,
Where nothing grows for us to eat.
For winds thtt blow with scorching heat,
Nebraska Land is hard to beat.

Oh, Nebraska Land! Sweet Nebraska land:
While on your burning soil I stand,
And look away across the plains,
tad wonder why it never rains.
Till Oatriel cloth his trumpet sound,
They'll say the rain has gone around.)

One rarely finds the sane richness of detail about the community meetings as

found in the Aldrich and Snyder acccunt,:_ It is a subject that generally comes

up in any discussion of the country Serly settlers in Nebraska often

lived too far from a city or town to use its facilities as centers: further,

they enjoyed being with their own kind. So, if the area did not have a church,

people had to rely on the only bailding they had, oho.;, of a barn, in which to

congregate ,nd to hold their box socials, literaries, Sunday schools, Grange

meetings, and dance. In succeeding pages, I will display several accounts of th-

use of the schoolhouse as community center, as supplied in letters, interviews,

and histories, then come to consider the role of those centers in the present day.

33
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In hie autobiographical WilamAkerican amnia, Allred C. Nielsen

told of activities arourd 1910 in the Danish folk school in Nysted, northwest

five miles from Dannehrog. Students put on plays in the Danish language, Nielsen

recalls, and many people from the community attended them. His father and

mother also went and, since baby sitters were unknown, the children accompanied

the parents. Before he knew about Shakespeare, he had heard the mass of

Macbeth and Hamlet. Faculty members would lecture on literary and historical

subjects., Frequently, students and faculty would join to form r small

orchestra. 6 In this way, the Nysted school served to help Danish settlers retain

a sense of their national heritage. We will note later, however, that the

public school, in Nielsen's judgment, was the prinepal influence in Americanising

young Danes.

In sorb-day Nemsha County, in 1855, the local schoolhouse helped the

pioneers cultivate their love of =sic. Mr. Dye, s. dancing instructor,

taught round dances, the waltz, the polka, and the schottische. Re and his

brothers gave open-air concerts as well. At a nominal cost per member, they

set up a dancing school in the Nemaha schoolhouse. There, he demonstrated

the rudiments of music so his scholars could learn how to sight read. He must

have had some success, for reports indicated that the children could be heard

whistling and singing his hymns, folk, and patriotic songs on the streets.?

As a collateral matter, touching on this use of the schoolhouse, the editors

of the book cited above did not see fit to give the small county or village

schools any more attention as *cultural* centers than just that the schoolhouse

served as a place for teaching music. Apparently, what went on in the school-

house during instructional hours was nod considered cultural. There is one

exception to my statement. rhy cited the difficult experiences of the Crimson
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children in the schools of the day as in Sophus Anther's Isknallid:

Walk (1936).8 These were hardly cultural. I do have to question whether

the editors of Wag, in selecting only the cruelties of the country school

in the Winther book as their virtually sole mention of the country school,

overbalanced matters against it.

Everett Dick, Union College historian, addresses the question of

the rural school as community center:

The country schools were definitely community centers. The old
sod schoolhouse Vile a center for preaching. Many Seventh-day Adventist
Churches had their beginnings in schoolhouses. There were almost no
Adventist churches in the towns and cities until 1890. The schoolhouses
all over the plains were the scenes of literary societies which met about
once every two weeks in the winter. Rot every school had one and this not
every year but they were a widespread influence. Beery school bad a box

. supper or a pie supper annually if there vas a live teacher. The money wee
used for school equipment* library, etc. List day of school picnics were
sometimes held. The Orange- met in our schoolhouse and it was used for
political caucuses and voting, although only one in a township was so
used. This is all, gone today. Kau hema.14 never know there had been a school-
house where it stood in most places.'

Some further idea of the substamoe of the literary societies of the day

(circa 1915) can be gleaned from the recollections of former limited States

Senator Carl T. Curtis. Interviewer James Smith, a historian at Kearney State

College, asked him about issues current during World War I:

In the country school that I had come frau they bad whet they
called a Literary Society; it would meet on Friday nights and they would
get the adults around the school district to debate. Well, many of them
didn't want to do it. I don't know it they were backyard people, but they
were timid about taking part in that sort of thing. But I do remember
the debate on women's suffrage, out therein the school distlict two miles
vest and twc,miles south of Minden. And, I think about two or three people
debated on a side. But I remember one farmer who 10141 opposed to it, and -

his idea was prettysmoh to ridicule. He classified women who were in favor
of suffrage as eccentric or exhibitionists. Re said that not long ago there
was a women's suffrage meeting in Minden and some woman came in from some
distance and made quite a speech and he happened to be in town the next
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morning and he saw her leave town. She was leaving the pool room. WWbat
kind of woman was that"? he said. The man that carried the day was an
individual who had served in the state legislature. His name vu
Victor Anderson. He was a large man, impressive. He lived a half-mile
south of the schoolhouse and he wa.; for extending the vote to women.
And the principal thing he talked about..the mother's right. He said,
"Who has a right to say something about bow this country's run -the
mothers*? Naturally, he bad an emotional appeal; but he also made it
very logical and it was a complete answer to individuals who used ridicule
and classified women who were favoring women's suffrage as eccentric or
exhibitionist or something like thrt.1°

Sven prior to the frame or log buildint4gs which were the centers for

activities described earlier in this chapter, early settlers met in the sod

schoolhouses that served generally in the treeless areas where lumber was not

easily accessible. Among other writers, Frances Jacobs Alberts has preserved the

memories of peoplowho hod experience with these primitive buildings. As

editor, he has collected throe volumes of "sod house memories," some of which

tell of the school as community center.

They congregated in buildings that may have been but s feet by

twenty, that had dirt floors that, when wettras they frequently were from

leaky ceilings, became as "slick as grease," that could har snakes as in a

story told by Mari Sandos in her Aga =la Sunday', that ha desks placed

against the walls as in the earlier Aldrich account, that had low ceilings,

and, having but few windows, were generally quite dark inside.

In such a sod schoolhouse, Mrs. Gladys Shattuck taught at Burge,

twelve miles south of Valentine, close to what one might call one of the

"lake districts" of the Sand Hills. Often in fear of prairie fires, she rode

four miles to school against a mirth wind to teach twelve pupils. At a drawing,

often a feature of the box social, she von. an old horse which she sold later

for ten dollars.11
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larlr.day settlers et Rrownloe in Cherry County also used their sod

schoolhouses; as cemenhity centers. Theirs is a distinctive story in that they

were blacks, ono. living as slaves in the South, then escaping via the Under-

ground Railroad to Canada, after which, when word of free lands in Nebraska

reached them, they settled first in Overton, then in Cherry County about 1909.

Doing what they could with the sandy sod, they built stores, a church, and a

schoolhouse. There were about 175 settlers to begin with but by 1940 the colony

was gone. In a chapter, "Negro Homesteading in Nebraska,' (§d Imam III,

p. 261) the conditions of school life are described, especially the graduation

day at Riverview, District 111, when there were not enough chairs for all the

visitors. She men brought 3. ALT.& and laid them across the chairs for seats.

Then there were recitations, speeches, and singing, *Wait for the Wagon,"

as one title. everyone gloved. The young men wore new suits, the girls had

ribbons, long sashes, and full skirts. The school superintendent preached about

two thinge.that teachers vet underpaid, and that knowledge wee power.

There are several other instances. I. I. Bowers, Stronsburg, recalled

that the school board charged nothing for community use of his sod schoolhouse.

Someone sight bring a magic lantern, a phonograph and records and put on a show.

(Ad bur, II, p. 12) Another contributor remembered that a Sunday school was

organised at her sod schoolhouse, also that it was used by a literary society

and a singing school. Beams* libraries were virtually unheard of in her ama,

her father would write poems and recite then at school programs. (, bug,

II, pp. 6& 9). Manor Penny, sanest Ranch, Sargent, commented similarly in

recalling that the sod schoolhouse she knew bad chnroh services,_ literaries,
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Mrs. Ma Manion spent her first seven years of school in a sod school-

house in Sheridan County. She was born in 1891 of parents who settled south of

Hays Springs same time around 1888. Teaching like so many others of those early

times at the age of seventeen, she bad two careers as country schoolteacher

spanning fifty -,five years ham 1908 to 1912 and from 1946 to 1963. Compiler

and editor of =aka Matirisdisis bat pounty, and now writing about her

recollections, she granted an interview, a portion of which touches on the

community use of her rural schoolhouse.

Of one Community meeting, she remembers being stood on a table at the

age of five reciting, "Twinkle, twinkle, little 'tar." She recalls that the

school had debates. 'One unusual question, debated with humor, was resolved

that a dishrag is more useful than a broaa. Another debate might center on the

worth of William Jennings Bryan, and, presumably, on the issue of the free

coinage of silver. They often had spelldowns at the lite:miss, which, Mrs.

Manion recalls, she once won over a "well-educated" man. She still remembers

that her defeated opponent may not have understood the proper meaning of the

word that sank him. Some songs were taken from the Civil War, "Marching

Through Georgia," for instance. Others were prohibition songs and there was

the popular "Bow, row, row your boat." All adults participated. At times,

the school children would put on a program far their parents. Often the

schoolhouse served as a voting place. Mrs. Manion tells of a sod schoolhouse not

far from the South Dakota border that had its windows boarded up at the time

of the Wounded Clue Indian soar*. People congregated there for protection,

leading one resident to say wryly that the whites were all gathered together



so that the Indians could get them all in one bunch.12

The experiences of Mrs. Maude Chamberlain McGuire are worth relating
".---

because they say something alrut th spirit of a community in Box Butte

County in thelasingfard area. Mow living in Indianapolis, Mrs. McGuire

attended three country schools there for her first five grades. Rare wet the

only ble,./amily in each of the diotricts, and, although related to Rohe.

Anderson, an ex-slave who settled in Nebraska in 1870 and became a orf
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rancher, her own family was poor.13

Like so many other country schoolhouses, thong Mrs. McGuire attended served

as places for religious exercises. First there was Sunday school for both

young and old. Then the children were let out to play on the basis that two

sissions was a lot of sitting for them. Such a oircumstancs is not in itself

distinctive. What was was the sense of toleration, of trust, and of community

closeness. For example, the bui kng was never locked. Should a stranger

be stranded he knew he would find a en in it, could build a fire, and. go

to sleep. On no occasion were these privileges ever abused. Vandalism did not

exist. Should a teacher send a note home relative to a student's behavior, she

got the utmost in cooperation from the parents. There was a mutual trust and

respect, as Mrs. McGuire saw it, between parents and teacher.

It was the board's obligation to find a teacher a place to board, so

generally it prevailed on some rancher with a vacant bedroom to put the teacher

up, a responsibility, I suggest, few presentday school boards would voluntarily

assume. On the day when the salary cheek was due the teacher, a member of Mrs.

MoGuir family might pick up the check at the treasurer's house, keep it

deliver it to the teacher the next morning. Once, one of the

got off' his, horse to open a gate and dropped it. Consternation reigned
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at home until they retraced their steps anti found it. She was distubed

that her cher might not be paid. Mrs. McGuire liked the country school much

better she did her later experiences in city schools. She found no

bickering or wrangling around in the former places, and did not notice any

anti-black feelings whatsoever in the rural areas. As a black student in a

white school, she was treated equally, although, actually, as she relates .t,

she was not really ever conscious of being black. She visited at homes of

white families where the mothers might have narties for them, offering the

children rolls, chicken salad, and fruit.14 These community-school

relationships made Mrs. MoGuirels experiences in country schools happy ones.

I have oommegted that country school buildings often housed church

services. In some instances, however, a community might have both a secular

school and a church strudture standing in fairly close proximity to each other,

as in the Wallin area, west of Callaway and south of Arnold. Moreover, there

were Tolima. Where a ohuroh had its own school. One instance is St.Paul's

Evangelical Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, located six miles north of Falls

City. It is a small cluster of buildings with a 'still- active church. The

school was closed two years ago. Its students attend the district school just

west.

A similar church and school combination was situated at Friedenshau

(meaning Valley of Peace) near the Little e River, four miles vest and two

north of Hebron. Here, Mrs. KatherinellikerXhow County Superintendent of

Schools of Dawson County, Lexington, received al'.of her grade school education

from tier father, the sole teacher in the one-rnoischool which offered

instruction in grades one through eight to'a body of students often ranging

from twenty to twenty -five. The church and the school were closely connected.
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Social activities that o Lginated in the church generally took place in the

school building. These included recreational games, mission festivals involving

the church alone and those outside it as well, Ladies' Aid meetings, quilting

bees once a month, and quarterly meetings of the church elders.

This community of Germans formed a tight little enclave. Mrs. Eliker

recalls that contacts outside it were infrequent, remembering that she and

others teunted childven from the public, district school. Whereas the integrity

of this school brought them such blessings as the religious instruction and the

advantages of studying under a really good scholar and musician, her father,

times came when it worked against them, especially in the period of World War I.

Than, they learned it was-well not to sneak German in public, as they had

been doing, and not even to let their German accent be heard. The school

dropped German in the 1920's but the church services retain*, that ltnguage

until World War II. This conflict, Mrs. Fliker suggested ,3 the largest

single factor in tl.e assimilation of GermanLuVrans into the common American

culture. All wanted to be good American citisens and found, when they went as
*

workers to the war industries, that it behooved them to give up the German

4411v"SgS. 15

Just south of Shelton, across the Platte River, the Denman school

sits, encomeassed by trees, in a Mlle' of four or five families. Appearing

well.kept on meetly trimmed grounds, it is large enough to have had seventy

five pupils at one time but is now abandoned. Its ton or twelve potential students

go to the Shelton City Schools. The tn'ick schoolhouse has constructed in 1914

and was, in the words of Clifford Woodman, who attended it beginning in 1917,

the main amusement center for people around. It housed literarie and even

had a home talent club which started up in 1915. One ).lay given was "The Irish
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Detective." There were debates, often on plitical questions. One in fun

debated the merits of the horse and buggy versus the automobile. They had

spelling bees and organised small instrumental bands.

In time, the population dropped in this district that lies along the

south side of the Platte River. The number of farmsteads declined. Once,

there say have been afamily living on every eighty or .)ne hundred and silty

acres, but this is mo longer the case since the farms are larger. Wthin a

mile of his house, Mt. Woodman noted, three farmsteads have disappeared in the

last dacade or so. At last, the school closed and the furnishings were sold

at auction. An alumni group took it over in 1974. At the time of its annual

picnic, memhers donate money to keep the building maintained.16For the most part,

it is the older former students Who attend and keep the spirit of community alive.

Mrs. Lorraine Inglebrecnt now teaches im a small country school just a

few miles wet of egalalla but once taught in the Sand Hills area between that

city and Arthur. In earlier times, she suggests, everyone lived so far from

town that they had to find their social life locally. For instance, all con-

gregated for church and Sunday school services in the small frame schoolhouses.

Once a month, the young people of the comunity would put on a program at the

school, after having practiced at the homes around. Pie socials and box suppers

were big a-ants. A girl or woman would bring a lunch for two in a brightly-

decorated box after which heated bidding for it took place. Generally, the

teacher's box as in great demand, and there were times, Mrs. Englebrecht recalls,

warn a bidder, caught up in the enthusiasm of the moment, bid more than he had

money to for and had to sell something in order to settle accounts. Not unlike

our present times, who" a school becomes in part an entertainment facility with
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its athletics and musicals, the teacher was expected to supply the programs.

This custom is, in fact, not unknown among country school expectancies even U04,

I suggest. So, she had Christmas programs at times, at others skits with

patriotic emphases, and recitations of poems written by such poets as

Longfellow ("Evangeline"), Emerson, and Poe ("The Raven").17

In 1955, the commissioners of Arthur County asked Wilsie Cross, son of

an early-day rancher, to be its acting county superintendent. Re accepted the

position and has held it for mote than twenty-five years. Previously, he

taught a country school for five years before moving into the Arthur city

schools for another five.

The family ranch war ten miles northwest of Arthur in a pasture area common

to the Sand Hills, and the schoolhouse of the area did serve in easier times

as a community center. Dances were the occasion once a month. The musicians

were local people, supplying with violins, pianos, trumpets, and guitars the

music for round and square dances and the schottische. Debates were frequently

the substance of the literavies. One question, Xr. Cross recalls, was whether

a tractor or horses proved more profitable to a farmer. The subject ev'ked

considerable warmth. A debater against the tractor said one had always to run

to town on his horse to get parts for a broken-down machine.

Now, few schools have literaries. That is unfortunate, Mr. Cross

decides. Should one go out to his home area ten miles from Arthur, one would

not find enough people for a meeting since the county as a whole has been

losing population and great numbers of people have left.18 It is the problem

of the Denman school transferred from the Platte River area to the Sand Mills.

The pasture and hay lands of Rock County supply another insight into

17.)
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school-community relationships. About forty miles ar so southeast of Bassett,

Mi;s Audre, Schoenbeck teaches a country school. After having graduated from

Concordia Teachers' College at Seward, in 1972, then teaching in Fort Lauder-

dale Florida, next studying and teaching Japanese language and culture in

Japan, she returned to this cottntry and to the serenity of southern Rock County.

The last move was a chnage for her. For one matter, she discovered that her

field of allusions when teaching did not always fit that of the Sand Hills

youngsters. Their backgrounds were not necessarily hers. Something, Miss

Schoenbeck said, having to do with the great distances and the long winters,

for example, produced a different kind of character among these hock County

children. She did not denigrate it and did not really explain bow the environ-

ment wrought this character. One attempts, I suggest, to account4or a person's

character in termn of "placenat great risk of error.

Her school building was :lot used as a community center. Citizens' Band

radios took its place in a sense. Whenever a'truck or car went by, she could

hear the crackling of its C,B. If a child did not reach his home on time after

scnool--and the distance could be ten miles--a call for help would go out on

the CB and in time .Si would be found. When she sought to interview for

her position, a bo'rd number told her to stay right where she was. He would

locate the other ba..A members on his CB, and they would come to her. Ore has

only to travel thresh tiese graJalands to realize how sound his advice was.

The patrons strongly support the school. They are sold on education, but they

rarely convene at the once-used community center.19

Miss Schoenbeck's students may write poetry in their small school

deep in the Sand Hills of Rock County, but they don't recite that original
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poetry at the communty literaries or box socials. And, one doubts that they

read it over the CB's that now serve as a cementil4 influence. Who has attended

recently an event similar to those once featured in the country schools--

box socials, spelldowns, cakewalks, poetry reciting, and debates?

Few indeed, for it is not only CB's that have replaced the country

school as social center. The television set pulls its listeners to a different

center much farther away than the district school, to be sure. Another center

for country people is the basketball game at the local high school. Such

events with their hoopla and glamour, where the spectator can be just that,

a spectator, seem far more attractive than putting on a skit on e. schoolhouse

state with bed sheets as draw curtains. For these moderns, the magnet that

has pulled they away is a distant one.

How, asked Thoreau, can the bird sing if it has no forest? There can

be no community activity in the district school if the desire is gone, and

soon the building as well. .dd the fact of change of interest to that of

depopulation, a result of the first tractor's being driven out on the land,

and one can understand why the rural school as comity center is a matter,

largely, of history. Of the schools discussed in this chapter, no more than

two are standing today.
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''(-eie,jge7 .\-'" The Country School and the Americanization Process

In the previouo chapter, I consented that the country school no longer

serves the community as a center to the extent it did eeveral decades past.

Its function in.Americanising ethnic groups is also a matter of the peat.

The testimony of Dr. Anne Campbell, Commissioner of Education for the State of

Nebraska, speaks to that point.

Born in Denver, Dr. Campbell grew up on a cattle ranch in Colorado where

she attended a rural school. After high school graduation, she wanted to enroll

in animal husbandry at Ft..Collina but could not gain entry becalse of being

a woman. She went into education instead, gaining a major in physical education

and a minor in mathematics. This detour into education was, she observes, a

later satisfaction to her. Subsequently, atter moving to Madison County,

Nebraska, she taught, then in 1955 was asked to be County Superintendent

of her home county where she bad sixty-eight districts with schools ranging in

student population from one or trio each to twenty-five. In 1974, shc came to the

position she now holds. It is from this varied educational experience that she

responds to the question of the rural school in the Americanisation of ethnic

groups in Nebraska.

Many immigrants to Madison County, Dr. Campbell notes, came in groups

or families, but somehow never wished to be provincial; rather, they desired to

be assimilated into the general American culture. So, although they were

Swedish, Danish, or Czech, they hoped to become as "American" as possible,

to participate in the melting-pot idea, a difference, she points out, from a current,

prevailing notion of cultural pluralim The country school in early times may

then have been a factor serving these newly-arrived peoples to become assimilated

into prevailing ways of doing things.
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But, it does not now operate in that manner, for there are bat few ethnic

groups that hay, not been so assimilated either in Madison County or in the entire

state in the areas served by rural schools. For instance, she explains, the

largest Hispanic group in the state is not in the Scottsbluff area, as commonly

stpposed, but in Omaha. Those in the western part have been "settled-out," so

to speak,she suggests. True, a pocket or so of ethnic groups, or perhaps a

family, but no large concentrated population exists to to served by rural schools.1

A study, Statistice jiad yg &kw lomat &taut prepared by the

Nebraska Department of Education under the direction of Harley Pfeiffer, lends

specificity to Dr. Campbell's remarks. For example, in Sheridan County in

northwest Nebraska, there are thirty-two country schools with a total of eighty

members of Minorite races, namely Asian-Pacific Islander, Hispanic, American

Indian/Alaska Native, and Black. Of these, sixty-seven are in the third category,

logical, in that Sheridan County touches the southern limits of the Pine Ridge

Indian Reservation of South Dakota. Another example is Cherry County, the largest

in the state, which has only thirteen students of a minority race attending

thirty country schools. Of the thirteen students, eleven are American Indian/

Alaskan Native. Like Sheridan County, Cherry County touches the South Dakota :1

line and is close to an Indian Reservation, the Rose Bad. A more dramatic

example is Custer County, also a large county. It numbers for Class I schools

a total of six minority student*. Holt, also large, has around forty-five country

schools that serve tint seven members of minority mows. Obviously, countoy schools

today are a negligible factor in Americanising members of minority races that

may not already be in that condition.'

Let us consider a 'Ingle exception, that of Mrs. Rnglebrecht's school

loalreadreited) west of Ogalalla. Occasionally, a family of farm workers will

move into the district to work in the sugar beet fields much as Germans -from-

Russia did in the Scottsbluff area several decades earlier. The vtudents attend
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her school often for brief periods of time. The regular Anglo students

receive them well and help them to get further accustomed to Nebraska culture,

if they have arrived lately in this country. When they attend, the teacher

takes up the Latin4merican unit of study so that her Anglo students can have

the advantage of picking up a few words of Spanish and, occasionally, learn

something additional about the culture. It is a good exchange, she is certain,

beneficial to both groups. This is one example of the isolated pockets

Dr. Campbell alluded to.3

The rural school's contribution to Americanising Nebraska's ethnic

peoples is matter of yesteryear. 1 will deal with this influence in two

categories --how writers and others not in that profession necessarily viewed

the matter,

The Americanization of Hans Grimsen (previously alluded to) in a country

school in Nebraska was a rough experience indeed, not like the gradual,

benevolent process we will hear about later from Harry Tannglund. The Grimseng,

a tautly in Winther's 611 IQ INUCtilar came to Nebraska from Denmark via

Massachusetts. Their experience in that lastern state was trying enough to make

them somewhat apprehensive about a newer land. It was especially evidenced when

young Hans' mother had forebodings about his going to school. Hans

anticipated it; swinging his red tobacco-box lunch bucket and droned by his

mother it short pants, topped by a cream- colored blouse, and wearing black

stockings with newly polished shoes, hi/D.1811ov curls freshly combed, he

soon found school to be anything bat a pleasant experience.

First of all, a group of boys, knowing the Grimsen children were

foreigners, accosted them rudely. One tried to get Hane-pail, so different
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tram: their plain syrup buckets. He averted the attempt bat it led to another

boyts partlaing Alfred, Hans' brother. A fight ensued. It was broken up by the

teacher's ringing the bell. Quite unlike the normal picture of a seventeen-

year.old girl, Hans' teacher was middle-aged. She was tall and dressed in gray

calico. When she talked, she rolled her upper lip back from her teeth so that

her gums showed. They were ugly and red.

Then school took up. There was Bible reading followed t7 their singing

"Way Down upon the Swans* River." Hans, with only a few English words in his

vocabulary was nonplussed by it all. He did notice the alternating red and green.

chalked motto on the board and thought iVpretty, although he did not comprehend

the motto, also in English: "That truth will prevail should samurai* ui-in our

trials."' After opening exercise., instruction in the alphabet began. Finally,

the teacher asked for some one to recite a poem from memory. She received no

response. At last, Hans volunteered and gave her two lines of a poem in Danish

before laughter stopped him. She quieted the room down and told his, in the

least cruel account of her Anther chose to eve, that he must not speak in a

foreign language, only in English. The boy bad learned, et the cost of shame

and confusion, a hard lesson in becoming Americanised. To top the miserable day

off, the school bully, a man of twenty years, gave him the "flying jump,"

propelling him off his feet a distance of twenty feet, throwing Hans on his

face. His brothers took him home at once. Such was the less-than-gentle

iniootrination of one fictive Danish immigrant in an early Nebraska country

school.
4

The rural school schoolteacher comes off even less well in a later

chapter of Anther's bock. One, a Dane, was "plump, attractive, laughter-loving,

and kind."' From her, Hane came to expect decent treatment. anther gives her

tenure scant treatment and settles on a "self-complacent, little woman about
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twenty-five years, old." She wore a "hero., superior smilerthat seemed to be

frosen on her face." In short, she was en autocrat without compassion for

her students. For the slightest infract.on of her rules, she would approach

students from the back and whack them over the hands with a short stick. This

MRS but one of her ways of tyrannising over the children who soon grw to

hats her. Amid such conditions, the Grireen children did not assimilate thee-

selves with the "Americana children there., While the children's experiences

in this rural seat of learning are too ertended to relate here completely, I

conclude that Winther did not regard the ?Ural school in this case as helloing

to Americanise the Danish children.5

In the previous chapter I called attention to the Nysted folk school

which A. C. Nielsen attended. Just a half-mile east sat a two.room Zwick

building, the public school. It was poorly maintained, not cue to command

respect for learning. In dry weather, tfle yard was quite dusty; in ream times,

it was a morass of mud. Set, in this building, as in so many others around

the United States, the most important work, liploribueann vas done, as

Nielsen stated it. The school unconsaJusly made Americans of Mash children.

Whereas a few "misguided" teachers of the vacation school told them they

owed their primary allegiance to Denmark, the public school, which requires

studies in American history, not Danish, helped make them American. For

these relative newcomers, it use not the liars of the Danes against the Germans

in the school games. It was those of Lexington and Concord, of Bunker Hill, of

Gettysburg, and San Juan Hill. The American Patriots fought the British

Redcoats. While this-kind of progress was elm, and vtlr, accompanied by

instances wherein outsiders, like n-Polish family felt Danish discrimination,

generally the making of the one from many MRS done, effectively in "the Little

Red Schoolhouse,"' as Nielsen viewed tilt situation' His account invites com-

parison with Winther's.



third writer, Nellie Snyder Yost, treats of immigrant Swedish students

in the Raton Valley School north of Gothenburg, in a way that leads on to con-

clude that immigrants and American children got along quite well in the pursuit

of American ways. What distinctions existed were noted, of course, but the

Swedish children were subject to only mild forms of teasing. nothing of the

severity as pictured by Winther in the instance of Hans Grimsen. For instance,

on seeing a stranger in school, the teacher went over to her and attempted to

be kind to this new student who could not speak English. Other students

helped her to learn their language and found but gentle humor in such a mishandled

phrase as, "Huh, I don't feel no smell," or "Oh, please let me use you to

leg," when the speaker wanted to lean on someone.
7

Among people interviewed for "The Country School Legacy," there was a

variety of testimony respecting the role of the rural school in Americanizing

ethnic groups. Generally, however, it is more characteristic of the cone lions

of Nielsen and Yost, as against those of Winther.

I noted that the Ftiedenshau ,parochial school consistently sponsored

classes in the German language until the 1920's, so the school itself may not

have been a major factor in Americanizing the predominantly German community

there. Instead, Mrs. Eliker suggested,'it was the intermixing of peoples

mandated by World War 11.8 I suggest, however, that when the school began

in the 1920's to offer instruction in English, while the church services

were still conductedlin German, th language must hi4e been something of a

factor.

-TT Author Mrs. Manion, cited in Chou-ter I, commented that the Jules Sandoz

children learned En sh in a sod schoolhouse, District 125, in Sheridan County.
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She was asked about language problems. In response, she questioned the

present-day practice of mandatory bilingual classes. Students in the early-

day schools learned English via "exposure." The teacher helped them, of

course, and they mastered their lessons and became well-read people. In her
Os

first year of teaching, she had a Swiss family which lived southeast of Rush-

villa. They spoke German at home but soon picked up English. In this first

term, which Mrs. Manion taught at the age of sixteen, she taught several

children from Holland, and they too,picked up English. She taught some Indian

children, singling out one boy who did quite well for her and became the first

member of his family ever to graduate from high school. These children would

sometimes endure teasing but, otherwise, there were ne particular problems.9

Mrs. Caroline Pifer, sister of Mari Sandoz, described how her sister sought

to complement the "exposure" method. Once four youngsters came from Vienna to

her school. They spoke Bohemian, so Mari ordered translation books. While

the sneakers of t'ohemian learned English, the Americana picked up some Bohemian.

One of these youngsters mastered the first eight grades of readers in one year.

The teacher could readily sympathize with the immigrant children since she

knew no English when she first went to grade schoo1.10

Two other residents of the Gordon-Chadron area recounted their exPeriences

and feelings on having to learn the English language while in school. Jack

Lindeken spoke only German whilhe began bus. made the transition to English

readily because his teacher could also speak German. Mrs. Lean Delsing attended

school on her father's homestead northeast of Hemingford. Because nearly all of

the settlers were German, nearly everyone in the school spoke that language,

excepting for the teacher. Mrs. Delsing commented: "We all talked German

and then when we went to school we had to learn to talk English. We all had a
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heck of a tint getting started. . . . It wasn't as bad for me as It was for

the older onem-because when they went to school then they wanted to teach us

English." 'An inability to speak the common language led to Mr. John Olden-

burg's (Gordon, NE) being called a "dumb Dutchman" when he began school in

the 1890's. He took the teasing in good humar.11

Harry Tounglund of Stromaburg, Nebraska, had no bitter memories of his

assimilation as a full-blooded Swedish bay, though born in America, into

American ways. He was born northeast of St:somber& to farmers and received

his ray formal education in a country school, later augmenting it with home

study. He could read before he started school, but, )like most Swedish children,

had trouble in acquiring the proper English accent. Although Mr. Tounglund

experienced the English language in school and Swedish in Sunday school, he

concluded that he had no particular difficulty. He and his contemporaries

soon dropped their sense of, belonging to an ethnic group. He notes that now

some attempts have being made to revive.. that sense through Swedish festivals

and the like. His assimilation, he suggests, was a gradual process. One

follower one's neighbors into the mainstream of American culture and hardly

noticed the transition.12

Clement W. Christensen lives in Boyd County on the same land on which

his *exits, newly arrived from Denmark, settled. The son narrowly missed

attending school in a soddy. Before he began school, he could talk English,

Danish, and German, his parents having learned German whop stopped over at

West Point, Nebraska, before settling in the Lynch area. He picked it up

also from scam Germans from Russia who were in that locality. The neighbors talked

English and English was also spoken atrhool, so he learned it in that way,

although the family at home spoke-Dapph. A few Boheniane lived in the area.

Mr. Christensen observes that he could not understand them. In this mix of
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peoples, he never saw any discrimination practiced. They were, Mr. Christensen

remarked, "all the same kind of people, but they grunt different." All

were well assimilated. Apparently, the rural school helped in that direction.13

An interview with Wilsie Cross (previously cited) relative to the

role of the country school today helping to Americanize Nebraska's ethnic

groups will punctuate remarks cited earlier by Dr. Campbell.

In the State Department of Education report earlier cited, Arthur County,

for which Mr. Cross is Superintendent, has none in the four groups considered

"minority." It is not listed. All the inhabitants of his county have lived in

it for years. If there ever was a problem in an immtgrant group's becoming

Americanized, Mr. Cross observes, it would have been long ago, well back in

the early 19000s when much of the landwas first claimed for settlement.

Therefore, the country schools of ArthutilCounty, situated in an interior

position within the state, do not function as an Americanizing agency in a

population that numbers people who first settled the land and have remained.14

As stated earlier by Nielsen, the country school often helped ethnic

groups to become Americanized. Both he and Mr. Younglund suggest that this

process occurred without any one making a conscious effort to effect it.

There was no oath-taking, Nielsen suggested. When one considers that ethnic

groups to be served by country schools settled in a body they might have
7

tended tcremain isolated in a small area unless some extraneous force broke

their insularity. It is logical that the schoolteacher from outside who spoke

English could well have been such a force, aided by he American history texts

of, which Nielsen spoke-. Of course, other movenents--the Wad War of which

Mrs. Eliker spoke, and the inn= of other people noted by-Mr. Younglund--helped

break up the Litegrity of such communities. Still, when one reflects haw education

in general makes one more universal in ideas, then one might with some good
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'reason credit the rural schools.

Was there a Navy price paid in terms of human feelings when children

of etIgnic parents began the Americanization process? If Winther was basing

his ficti*nal account of Hans Griasen on actual experience, then the country

school could have been an ordeal for others as for Hans. It is possible

that for Nielsen, Younglund, and Christensen their recalled effortless

transition was truly a hectic experienoe which eventual well-being and time

have made oblivious to them. Picture a youngster today coming into a class-

room speaking a language strange to his peers. He would be made to feel

that he was a bit different and anguish would be a share of his lot.

Whatever the case may have been with thousands of country school

children, without doubt the rm-al school was a major factor in bringing

them into the main currents of American life.



Chapter IV.

The Curriculum of the Gauntry School

As mentioned earlier, people concerned with the current malaise in

education frequently turn back in time to see what existed there that might

help current 'Itions. One such attempt_was that of Stan Hartsler as recorded

in a ;bingo, =at 22=2,21 story carried in the February 17, 1981, issue of
4

the Agbi World-Heralg. Now a graduate student at the University of Texas at

Austin. Bartsler, while a mathematics teacher in Illinois, began to use old

mathematics textbooks and noticed that the older the text the more contests his

students won unti3, using those of 1900, they had taken five conference

championships. At Austin, he began to concentrate on collecting and studying

the mathematics texts of days gone by

I need not reams the value o. Hartaler's findinss. His account can

propel us similarly into an investigation of the rural school curricultx ef

several decades past.

While the idea that instruction should be both informative and moral

did not originate with rural pop'e of seventy-five years ago, it loomed

large in their thinking. Consider this instance as related in a letter sent me

about Leroy P. Grundy, once a teacher and .county superintendent in the Falls

City area:

In those dim the public schools taught; the health hazards of alco-
holic beverages and how they were a risk to frAily and social life, as well.
I have never forgotten his admonishment to the ,:,ass. These are not his
exact words. - "Boys, (he addressed the boys only, because in those days,
middle class women and girls Shunned alcoholic drinks) it is the easiest
thing in the world to keep from being a drunkard; when temptation comes,
just retrain from bending your elbow. Never take that first drink."

At aos time in his life herbed been an agent for an organ company
and traveled through the country selling them. He had sold one to a farm

,5 6
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family and as soon as possible had delivered it to the farm home.
It was evening when the organ was unloaded into the parlor and the husband
had not yet returned from town, so when the wife invited Mr. Grundy to
spend the night with them, he accepted because he wanted to stay near the
organ since he had not been paid a nickel on it as yet. Mr. G. retired
for the night when the husband came home, roaring drunk. He wouldn't go
to bed, but prowled around shouting and cursing. He would go outside and
bark and howl like dogs. He vent into the parlor and seeing the organ,
said, "I am going to get the axe and chop that d d peeannie to pieces."
When those words came through the floor at Mr. G's bedroom, the chills
ran up his spine. Fortunately the drunk's attention was diverted to
something else and he did not carry out his threat. After an hour or so,
he quieted down and went to sleep. The next morning he had slept off his
irrationality and after breakfast wrote a eheck to Mr. G. and sent his
teenage son along to the bank for identification. The banker told Mr. G.
that this man bad recently inherited money and the farm and was drinking
it up as fast as possible. Thus Mr. G. gays a graphic illustration of what
might happen if dne took that first drink.

Someone once stated that the single- greatest influence in getting pro

hibition adopted nationally was the Methodist Church. Given the fact of such

dramatic arguments as Grundy's above, one might also put in a word for the country

school teacher as a potent force. Didacticism was the order of the day in other

respects Moat grad. school students prior to the 1930's can remember the story

of Abraham Lincoln's walking several miles to return a borrowed book, and they

can recall George Washington's "Rules of Conduot4 governing such untoward actions

as tying one's shoes in public. And, they read with pleasure and a sense of

prophecy how the boys in Horatil4 Alger's books succeeded and how they also-

might if they but applied themselves, and had a bit of luck at the same time.

The *Differ's reading series comes into most conversations on the subject

of moral instruction in public schools and is often held up as a model for modern

schools. Without question, these books in widespread use pleased the moral

palates of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In Lesson II of

the amid Iclectic Imam Revised Edition,. l879,_ a young girl of about seven
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is pictured in an idylic natural setting, lying on the ground reading a

book. In a story, "Bubbles," three boys blow soap )--`bles down on a eat and, in

so doing, learn the various colors reflected in the bubble. The lesson is one

that delights and instructs quite like an expressed ails for literature in the

eighteenth century. Willie wri..es a letter to Santa Claus asking for a rubber

ball that will not break his *Mamma's" window. The Third WM= Reeder is

more didactic. One poem is "Speak Gently," a stanza of which will suffice here:

Speak gently to the aged one;
Gasp** not the care-worn heart:

The suds of life are nearly run;
Let such in peace depart.

In another selection a father taught hie sons to stick together so no one could

cheat them out of their inheritance later, To make his lesson clear, he asked

each of them to break a blnisilsrofsticks as a whole. None could. He then broke

each one separatelyt Old, to make sure his lesson was clear, added:

But if the bond of union be broken, it will happen to you just as it
has to these sticks, which Ile here broken on the graund.2

Several older teachers interviewed recalled having studied from the McGuffey

series.3

These readers, even the First Wn= Reader, placed diacritical markings

on the words it isolated for special study, as did others, as if to stress the

importance of phonics in reading, an eaptasis,one recalls, that Rudolf ?leach

found wanting in his attack on current reading practices in ", lbx Johnny nu

Bug, published in the early 1950's. Vocabulary study was also deemed important

for the study words were defined. Bach story had study questions, presumably

to whet the students' interest and to assist the teacher.
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As to moral instruction, several older teachers seemed to recall

a shift in the textbooks from such New England poets as Longfellow and

Whittier to those less instructive and more lyrical. While none could

pinpoint the period when this occurred ;eor the reasons for deemphasizing

moralistic literature, it came,'I suggest, in the late 1920's and early

1930's undes the imnetus of the notion that "thou shall not indoctrinate,"

a result of the scientific attitude towards education that, possibly owing

something to John Dewey's teachings, argued that the various modes of behavior

shonlA be laid out for the students' independent examination and free choice.

Admittedly, moral instruction that follows one line, that of hard work, of

saving, etc., does not examine alternatives, and is not subjest to inoviry

is restrictive and hardly permeated with the scientific spirit. These

admonitory lines from Longfellow's "Psalm of Life"--"Be not like dumb driven

cattle/Be a hero in the strife"--are unmistakably imperative.

Salutary or not, another kind of shift took place in types of literature

studied. Miss %mime Anderson (previously cited) noticed in her forty-year

tenure that the "classics" of literature came to be neglected. At one time,

especially when she was a student in a country school in Poik County, she rad

Gray's !Elegy in a Country Churchyard," Henry Clay's orations, and Daniel

Webster's speeches. She knew Longfellow's poems and something of Emerson.

During her last years of teaching, however, she was teaching the students of

Central City stories that dealt, for instance, with the problems of ethnic

group*, attempts, that is, to teach Nebraska children something of the pluralism

of America culture. n4hers have commented similarly. A. visit to the Harold

Warp School in the Pioneer Village Museum at Minden is instructive. One can
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sow book titles by Thomas Carlyle and Shakespeare on the shelves of this

schoolhouse closed in 1947. This is not to say that these were ever read.

Senator Carl T. Curtis (previously" cited) remembered that the poetry he studied

in the early grades of Aral school was written by New lit:gland poets:

They had to live in Boston or within fifty miles of it, and I think
that was because they had a corner on the publishing business.
They vero great literary men. Test in grade school it was Longfellow
and Bryant. I thought of *To a Waterfowl* today when I say the birds
5andhill cranes,?'.

When asked if contemporary rural school students could read such authors

as Carlyle and Shakespeare, Mrs. Znglebrecht.(previously cited) said they

could, if they had good teachers in a good reading program for several years.

Unfortunately, she added, modern reading standards have "gone backward,*

principally because schools have lost es wgooe old texts" thmt stressed go-

cabulary and comprehensiam skills. The present reading texts have little

meat in them, she judged. The fact that her students can read from one to

two grades ahead of their -MU level is bad, for they need more depth than they are

getting. This condition has come about, Mrs. Inglehrecht decided, because

textbooks are aimed at the slow learner's level and the better students are

therefore deprived of challenging material. For memorization, she still prefers

Longfellow and Emerson, mainly because the new poems are too obscure and do not

relate closely enough to nature.

An advertisement in /la Metbrasta fir, p. 303, V, 13, 1906, may be

pertinent to this point. For sums ranging from all, cents up, a teacher could

select from 1112 Lakeside clugigs. Third grade books included an adapted version

of ARA22211SiM91. Some fourth grade selections were Bin Yu Winkle and Mt

24ati family itobinsoz. Fourth graders who could work through Irving's descrip-

tion' would- be doing well by today's standards. Bryant's *Thenatopsis* and

Hawthorne's *The Great Stone Face"' would be over the heads of most fifth grade

students of the present day, I suggest. They would find "To his who in the
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love of Nature. holds/Comaturion with her visible- forms, she spea.-s/A

various language" quite. difficult, and may have in 1906 for that matter.

Seventh grader* might notice Coold..-..1th's Pue Ltesi Village, Coleridge's Ulm

gLe ,Ancient Mariner, and Tennyson's sego Arden listed for them.

Any one of these would tax all but a few of modern day school children

of the seventh grade. One must remark that these books were for collateral

reading. It is likely that not all students in that early time could read

them either. Apparently the pw.21.__.aan existed that students should read

the "classics."

We can not determine whether curriculum and textbook makers of the

pre-1930's had Ben Janson's notions in mi.nd (from his =ex, a Discoveries)

'hem thty good `,Erature. jansan contended that a person cculd

learn how to writ* by listening to the best speakers, by reading the best

writers, and by such careful practicing of one's own style. I would suppose

that curriculum people knew that one somehow learned from one's models in

language in the same way one learned manners by the imitation of good examples.

"Set a good example for your students," teachers often heard. The intellectual

rigor required to read the classics could well have carried over into an

intense care as to how one spoke or wrote.

The attention to phonics just noted made teachers aware of the need for

proper diction properly enunciated. People were conscious of their speech.

They knew that a short "e" was pronounced like one, like an "eh." They insisted,

if purists at that "elephant" be pronounced "ehl eh fent (as in fan)."

If not, haw could one then sound it out? This is somewhat distinct from our

contemporary practice of "leveling" the second "e" and the "a" to "uh,"

the schwa. Hoy can one spell fron such a pronunctation? Earlier teachers
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earefully placed the Oomplete "ing" on the end e *running." Not to, was

to be sloppy with one's enunciation. They were also proper in their use of

pronouns, and led their students through the intricacies of when to use "who"

and when to use "whom.* They were especially negative on the use of "ain't"

and would tell their students that no such word existed, only to be confuted

when students found the ostracised word in their dictionaries, not choosing

to observe that it was denoted sub-standard English.

Himself a product of a rural school in northern Custer County, William

Christy, now an English teacher in Sidney, editor and writer, bases a story,

"The Ain't Box," on a rural schoolteacher's obsessive hatred of this word.

In a practice that mot have been common, she had students who heard anyone use

"ain't" to place the culprit's name in a box labeled "the ain't box." A

month later, the teacher would count the names. Whoever had the most slips with his

4
name in the box lost the contest. Her concern for the right word served to

spark a short story that enabled Christy to deal with other features o: the

country school. Most other teachers shared this preoccupation with proper

diction. Present-day teachers of English need not wonder why it is that

from those who should know better, even lawyers and doctors, one is likely to

hear, "Oh, an English teacher? I'll have to watch what I say." There is a

long history beyond such comments.

One might speculate as to why the country school teacher wanted her

students, and herself, to speak pure and undefiled English. Reason must have

told her that the thou-shalt-note she was teaching were in common use around the

homes of many of her patrons. It must hive told her also that most of her

graduates would go fronrher classroom directly into picking corn tnd putting

up hay where their choice of the right word was likely neither to interfere

with their daily bread or their rising socially. Whether or not she put on the
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mantle, she was considered as the representative of "culture," and may

have conceived herself in that light became the community wanted her to.

We hear often that immigrants wished theme children to speak English properly

for reasons of economic and social benefit, and it is quite likely that

others saw such speech as a means of rising in society so that their children

would not be, one presumes, _ Silas Laphame. The demand for books on diction

parall a rise in status of so many people. It was true then and it is

true now that social and economic motives can make many want to acquire an

"instant" proper diction or an improved vocabulary.

After interviewing many people who came through that regimen of reading

in the classics:, and enforced tare in choosing words, I have to respect their

nodes of expression. While I concede that for many their rural school teaching

and attendance are far behind them, and Intervening factors may have affetted

their language for the good, still I find a most exemplary manner of speaking

where the few years alone of country school experience would seems nt to warrant

it. One might see here an argument for intellectual rigor and discipline

practiced on worthy objects.

Invariably, the question of back-to- the - basics comes up is any con-

sideration of present-day curriculum in schools, for this has been a possible

remedy in the minds of many to make up for alleged deficiencies in education

at the present time. They talk of prescriptive grammar, of spelling lists,

of a return to the *Geller Readers, and of stricter standards in penmanship.

These, they believe, were the characteristics of the country school.

When a country school teacher is asked whether he or she would favor a

return to the "basics," the reply without exception is, "We, never left them."
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They point to the rural school as being the bastion of three mainstays of the

basics -reading, writing, and arithmevic. Such was Wilsie Creme's (previously

cited) reply, He thought students needed a great deal of reading and especially

written composition. He told of his efforts to emnhasize it. Nearly twenty

years ago, the Board of Education for the City of Arthur became dismayed that

30 many of Arthur's students were averaging a "D" in the college freshman

composition courses. They hired him to coordinate grade and high school training

in composition, with the hopes that the averages wculd climb. Now, working

in that role, he supervises this one feature of a return to the basics, so-called.

The program is successful.

Former career teacher, Miss Berniece Anderson (previously cited)

commented that she had never left off teaching the basics. In her early

career in the late 1920's, she taught subjects thatwere all "basic." Later,

the "enrichment" courses came along which, she thought, took emphasis away

from the basics. She continued, nevertheless, to teach phonetics, the alpha-

bet, and the fundamental processes in arithmetic. She was at first frightened

by the "new math," but did adjust to it, though continuing to stress such

drills as multiplication tables. In grammar, she taught the parts of speech

and correct usage. Her training in traditional grammar helped her to learn

Latin, she recalled, once required at Kearney State College of all teachers.

Robert L. Conger of Kearney was moved by publicity surrounding "The

Country Shool Legacy" to write a paper on his rural school experiences,

dedicated to his wife, Mildred. A former entertainer, Conger grew up in Blaine

County and attended +te first ten grades in District 15, south of the Calamus

River. It discontinued school in 1966. After opening exercises which might

consist of Bible, reading or an ongoing reading of a Zane Grey novel, followed
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by the flag ftlute in unison or reciting the preamble to the United States

Constitution, students would turn to what one might term the basics--

"Majol. emphasis was placed on reading, spelling, phonics, mathematics, and

English." 5

In an earlier citation, Mrs. Englebrecht recommended schools return

to a higher level of reading materials, suggesting the literary classics.

Some might term such a regression a return to the basics. In general, she

maintained she had never quit the basics. In mathematics, she took up the

"new math" but retained the old as well and, in effect, taught two kinds.

Now she teaches the new math in some ways but will do so only if students know

the traditional arithmetic. She favors memory work in poetry, especially in her

various school programs, i. a-. patriotic poetry during the month of February.

She often teaches technical granssae, even to conjugating verbs, noting that"01,.....11.01111~

modern English programs that emphasize literature do not provide adequately for

grammar. Primarily, she shows students how a sentence grows out of its two

main parts, the subject and the verb. This practice, one notes, while a part

of traditional grammar, is not unlike the new "generative" grammar with its

talk of "deep structures." As a final point in regard to curriculum, Mrs.

Englebrecht contends that too much watching of television at home, particularly

the horror shows, is harmful. They upset the students even into the Meet day.

While educational television displays some good things, she coleludes, she

has never really found time for television in her classroom.

vJ
Joseph E. Thackrey, now living in Athens, Ohio, wrote to Andrepi Gulli

ford, Project Director for "The Country School Legacy," recounting some of

his experiences in Cherry County, Nebraska. Born in 1898, twenty miles south of
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Valentine, Thackrey began living in a sod house on a homestead in 1906.

Two years later School District 109 was organized and school began in the

ranch house bf 3. C. Reese. The students had no desks and but one three-

legged stool and a squeaky rocker. Depending on the weather, the fall roundur,

branding, stock feeding, and other chores, the seven students attended regularly,

one riding nearly nine miles. Classes consisted, wrote Thackrey, mainly of

reading and arithmetic, certainly the core of the basics. He did not speak either

of music or of art nor of other enrichment subjects: The following year the

V gar V Ranch donated an unused buggy shed which was remodeled for a school.

It was taught by Mr. Thackrey's aunt, Cora Thackrey, who had a degree from

Kansas State University, then Kansas ptate Agricultural College. Classes then

included grammar, history, and geography. Education in those times and in that

place was "strictly for results with little regard for comfort or cosmetic

effect." In 1912, when his Aunt Cora was elected county superintendent,

the family moved to Valentine.6

Mrs. Helen Waits, Tryon, began teaching-on a normal training certificate

soon after she graduated from Gandy High School, situated just east of Staple-

ton, Nebraska, in 1935. She taught intermittently until 1955 when she became

county superintendent of McPherson County, serving until 1975. When she taught,

she asked her st dents to memorize many poems, and to write poetry and short

stories. In grammar, they diagrammed sentences. She did not understand the

"new math," she remarked, but believed in a strong background in arithmetic.

Slm, emphasized reading. The education the children of ranchers received couldn't

be beaten, she points out. It was the background of their civilization. Her

husband, she suggested, had only a rural school education augmented by experience

and herbecame quite successful:7
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Would contemporary readers recognize the subject taught in the early part

of the present century? If they were to examine a list of subjects-teachers wore

to face examination on in 1920, as taken from a Nemaha County. Superintendent'

publication, they might wonder a bit at "Civics," but more at "Orthography"

and "Mental Arithmetic." Orthography, a really important subjeIt in earlier

:22>years and often regarded now as the sine qua non in education, was "spelling."

It is a word that grew etymologically out of a Sanskrit root that meant

growing ailni upright then standard, its present signification--standard writing.

Mental arithmetic was working sans pencil or blackboard.

Some of the examination problems were difficult. Here are some sample

questions worked out by the Nebraska Department of Certification in 1910:

How many Acre-fifths than fourths are there in 1000?
A watch costs $70.00, and 2/5 of its cost is twice the cost of the

chain. How much does the chain cost?
A man bought 4/5 of a farm and sold 2/3 of the farm. What remained

unsold was worth $2,000.00. What was the value or the farm?
For 4 2/3 pounds of meat I pay 22 cents more than for 3 3/4 pounds.

How much is it per pound0

One empathises with the sixteen-year-old girl as sla; nervously tries to solve

such problems read to her, her career depending on correct answers, and all

this for $35.00 a month!

The teacher of Senator Curtis (previously cited) asked her students less

complex questions in mental arithmetic than thche cited above:

This teacher was quite good at it. She would say, "Class, add with
me," and she'd say, "Add twelve to fourteen to thirteen to twenty-one,"
and so on. Then we would give her the answer. She'd go along like that
a while then she'd say, "Now, add forty more, and subtract fifteen." I
enjoyed it. It was good exercise.

Most of the teachers interviewed gloried on their admitted success in

the basics. Few admitted to competency in teaching music as more than just
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singing with an organ or piano, or a capella, if neither instrument nor

uusician were around. One or two taught note values, time and key signatures,

and harmony. No one of the older teachers taught music appreciation in the

classics. Songs for their choral singing were such as were found in "The Golden

Hook of Favorite Songs.' These might be "Old Black Joe,' "Home Sweet Home,"

and "America." The level of art instruction was probably lower. Most admitted

their deficiencies in teaching painting. As a rule, they held up pictures to

the window and traced. A few encouraged freehand drawing. Through their

small chapbooks of,art classios--"The Angelus," "The Gleaners" "The Horse Fair".. -

they had a fairly high level of art apprediation. The fine arts' instruction

obviously did not match their instruction in reading, writing, and arithmetic.

For one former student, teachers had a problem in not integrating the

several subjects. A comment by Dr. Fred Schroeder might introduce the concept.

Writing about his rural school teachinrexperiences from the perspective of a

university teacher, Schroeder comments:

But the farther I travel from that-quaint and fragrant beginning, the
closer is my affinity to the goals of the resourceful and idealistic
rural teacher for whom no subject, course or age was separated from its
neighbors, and with whom the school day oecame an invitation to circlet
of experienci, widening outward from the common roam so that child,
community, nature, books and imagination were unified in an adventure
of growing and learning.9

As author of a book on the humanities and as a consultant in interdisciplinary

studies, Schroeder was aware that in his rural school he was free to synthesize,

combine, 46ad compare. Neither history and geography, nor literature and history

were separate subjects. Each had affinities wit the other. To paraphrase

Keats' phrase, the musee did dance together. Faced With having to work many

classes into a short day, teacher with an eye for resemblances could economically

amalgamate tier disciplines. Who would have* better opportunity to teach the

youngster tha*,the world is indeed one organism?
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That former student was Harry Uuneund (previously cited). His teachers

failed to unify the world they presented to him. Each subject was separate.

Each had its own pigeonhole, Younglund suggested. Nothing was related to

an;thing else. Bather than to Integrate subject matter, his teachers seemed

interested only in how many posts it took for a fence. They offered only prac-

tical education. After all, farm children were not supposed to know anything but

practical matters. His instructors even neglected nature study cc readily

available to them. And, they could have had a science of ecology. it they

didn't. It was a weak spot in his education. It was not until he left graft

schoolphis only formal education, and read Adel: that 1e began to establish

relationships. Did Younglund blame his teachers? Not really. He condemmad

school boards for hiring teachers am cheaply as they °cad get them. Theso

were invariably girls of sixteen or seventeen who, once they got a few years

experience and education, left for the town schools. In Younglund's comment

on salaries, old-time country schoolteachers must hear this familiar retrain

so often declared at hiring time--"lie owe it to the taxpayers to get a teacher

as cheap as we can."

It calls for a mature judgment to see what both Schroeder and Iounglund

did.. -that the world, though it has many parts, is of one piece. Not only

that, as a first consideration, one needs to know pretty th-roughly those entities

which have points in common. One could not expect so much of a girl of sixteen

or nineteen. Still, one might argue with some justification that ant,' alert

teacher, driven by the necessity for connecting ideas and thereby reducing the

amber ofreoitatione, would soon sestlat not only the muse& but the content of

all subjects might dance together. Yet, such a persuasive philosopher-poet as

Emeaumbad to wrge vigorously via essays and lectures that this principle

pervaded the universe. So, he must have found a considerable amount of apathy

towards it. It is possiblyy a universal condition.
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As with Schroeder, my interest in noting the-affinities that exist among

all things has led as to an American Studies degree and to setting up classes

in interdisciplinary studies. It began from teaching all subjects to several

grades in a single cleeeroom in rural schools in southeastern Iansaa.

How, then, sho. 4 one rate the curriculum of the country school of

an early day? If indeed all things are relative, I conclude that in relation

tb the conditions under which it was offered it was successful. Those

conditions were hardly favorable, however, judged by today's standards.

After secueng the coveted certificate and suffering the tenseness

of getting a contract, the teacher had to find a boarding place, often a

difficult task, where the accommodations were often not especially comfortable.

One teacher got room and board in a farm home in which the bed had a straw

tick filled once a year from the straystack. Many either rode a horse to

school or they walked, arriving at the school house on cold days to build

fires with cobs, coal, or cow chips, or, in several oases, from corn worth

eight cents per bushel on the market. It the schoolyard had no well, she either

brought water from her boarding place or carried it from a neighbor's well.

She sometimes thawed hers and the students' lunches by carrying them from the

freezing e: try way to the area around the potbellied stove. Some schools in

early times had few books. In some instances, not all the class members could

use the same reading text,

This list of impediments, as incomplete as it is, makes the early-day

teachirk yea like a marvelous success atom to those who have been accustomed

to then idea that equipment and sunpliem are the major factors in implementing

a course of study.
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Chapter V.

Teachersr Their Roles, Rules, and Restrictions

In Nebraska before high schools were available to them, young

farm girls looked about for ways to make a living at a level higher than

being house servants in farm homes or in the small towns. The thousands of

rural schools springing up in the 1880's and thereafter offered them the

careers they sought. From that time on, running nearly to tho present day,

the district school has put many young people into careers.

How were they certified to teach? In 1886, Kate Fanning received a

"Second Grade" Certificate at Hastings. It was signed by H. E. Allyn and bore

the following attestation:

This certifies, that I believe Kate Fanning to be a person of good moral
character, and that she has passed a satisfactory examination in all of
the branches required by law and the regulations of the State Superin-
tendent to entitle her to a SECOND GRADE CERTIFICATE. She is therefore
qualified to teach in any District in this County, for one year from this
date, unless this Certificate be sooner revoked.

Also on her certificate were the grades she had made in the examinations, all,

incidentally, in the 90's but orthography and penmanship. Those were 88 and 85

respectively. Apparently, she never wrote on mental arithmetic, for no grade

was listed in it. One examination showed her receiving a 9+ in "Theory

Art of Teaching," an indication that the professional education courses now in

vogue in the training of elementary schoolteachers had then a small part.1

Mari Sandos, born 1896 in Sheridan County, although beginning her education

at the age of nine, Jarly became- interested in reading and writing. Following

only four and one-half years of schooling, in 1912 at the ageref seventeen, she

passed the rural teachers' examination and signed a contract to teach school.

She had neither graduated from the eighth grade nor attended high schoot.2
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The early career of Mrs. Fay Christensen (previously cited), who was

born about the same time as Mari Sandoz, follows somewhat the same pattern as to

certification. Mrs. Christensen attended nine grades of school in Wisconsin,

then moved to Lynch, Nebraska, where she took the teachers' examinations.

Having passed them, she taught District 34, south of Lynch on a "Third-Grade"

Certificate. Like Mari Sandoz, who left teaching to enroll at the University

of Nebraska at Lincoln, Mrs. Christensen went to summer school, first to Fremont

then to Wayne. Following another pattern familiar to early-day country-School-

teachers, she set her future husband at Highland Schcx$1,his home district,

and they became married.

In the same Reimer, Mrs. Iva MUndschenck (previously cited) first taught

on a normal training certificate, then attended college during the summers as

converient. She took her high school courses in teacher training at Albion,

Nebraska. A federal relief program in the 1930's financed extension work from

the state university. Her first contract was from District 39 in Boone County

in 1935-36. She was on trial for three months. If satisfactory, she would get

a longer contract. She received the district's vote of confidence for that

term and for many more in different schools, even one in Illinois in the late

1940's. She resigned in 1978-79 but in the fall semester of 1979-80, she

accepted a position in District 75 of Greeley County. The great number of

schools Mrs. Mundschenck taught is not really exceptional, It was a commonly

accepted belief among country school patrons that two years was "about enough for

s. teacher in one place.' It goes practically without saying that the itinerant

natui4 of the position did little for a teacher's sense of permanence in her job.

Thorstain Veblen's description of early women teachers as (I paraphrase loosely)

a mob of mobile maidens seekingmatimomakes considerable sense. Being a
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farmer's wife would be more stable. Yet, Veblen's witty and alliterative

comment aside, seeking matrimony is hardly an abnormal impulse.

Teaching a period of forty years sounds like a long time. Actually,

a country school teacher who graduated from high school at seventeen and went

directly into teaching, picking up college houro in summer sessions, could chalk

up even more than forty years in the classroom before normal retirement age.

It is not unheard of that a teacher has worked fifty years, as earlier

stated of Miss Grace Corners of Auburn.

Terming herself "an old maid schoolteacher" with forty years of experience

in the classroom, Mrs. Bernie°, Anderson (previously cited) attended eight

grades in a rural school. After she took the normal training course, in Strome

burg High School, she taught four years in the same school she had attended,.

teaching some of the same children with wham she had earlier been schoolmates.

Her father had attended the same school.

An interesting matter came up prior to graduation. Although she had

taught for thirty years, she had never taken a course in practise,- teaching, a

requirement for graduation. The college permitted her to be supervised in

her own school. The supervisor came out, sat in the back of the room, and

thus both met the college requirement. She concluded her career in Central

City, teaching there for seventeen years, and, ironically, supervising teachers

for the college in Central City before she had passed the course herself.

Mrs. Anderson observed that the students in the normal training program

at Stromeburg were highly motivated !L° work. They knew these were "the most

important courses they were taking." They were aware they would have to pass

state examinations in every subject they might later teach plus tests-in the

organization of rural schools, discipline, and puh relations with rural people.
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The courses and the examinations were rigorous and tiring.

The career of Mrs. Edna Peniska in respect to her preparation for teaching

and certification is distinctive. She was born in 1907 of Indian parents on

the Santee Sioux Indian Reservation in northeastern Nebraska, one of eleven

children. At seven 'he enrolled in the mission school there and later attended

Santee Normal which was designed to train people, she recalls, for living and

was not a teacher training institution. She completed the twelfth grade. She

then took one year of college in Oskaloosa, Iowa, so became eligible for a

thirdgrade certificate, she states. Later she took education courses in Moline,

Illinois. Her teachers' examinations covered seventeen areas. She wrote on nine

in one day, passed them, then came home. Later she worked in private homes in

Manempaals, then married. Her husband became disciplinary officer at the

Geneva (Nebraska) Indian School. When World War II came and brought with it a

teacher shortage, she was importuned to teach. Mrs. Peniska's one year of

college and her education courses stood her in good stead. She retired recently

from teaching at the Santee Sioux Indian School)

When asked about major changes she had observed in the Norfolk area from

the time she began there until now, Dr. Anne Campbell (previously cited) pointed

to differences in certification, some of which we have just observed--that a

teacher might be certified with no high school schooling at all, as in the case

of Mari Sandoz, or with quite little. Dr. Campbell recalled that first one could

teach on a normal training certificate, then on twelve hours of college, then

thirty, then sixty, then finally a bachelor's degree, now a requirement excepting

for those holdinga "life" certificate which is honored as a "grandmother's

clause." Asked about the quality of work of early teachers who lacked college

preparation,. Dr. Campbell commented that they often did a good job. k range of

abilities can be encountered along teachers at Any time, she suggested.
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Did these teachers do a good job': Thera is evidence that they did

or could have, if one can base a judgment from the kinds of people they were.

It is a difficult question to answer. Colleges can not adequately respond to it.

They meet problems in evaluating their own instructors. Public schools have

the same situation. They waver between evaluating the teacher as socializing

agent or the teacher as content master. As I noted earlier, in evaluating the

country schoolteacher, it is probably "character" in the broadest sense that is

significant, and .t is that quality that I find among so many of the present

and former country schoolteachers I. have interviewed. If character is present,

beneficial results will likely follow.

The harsh and restricted life undergone by the rural schoolteacher

in times ranging from the 1880's to the 1930's is often a matter of comment.

To be sure, she often lived in primitive conditions, sleeping on a straw-tick

mattress, chilling in a back bedroom, or being asked to sleep with a visitor

as John G. Neihardt recalled, walking to school, and so on. The life was

harsh, as I shall note later. Was it as restricted, however, as often depicted?

Was the schoolteacher often considered as a community chattel?

A. "composite" Hattie Simmons commented that she drew $35.00 per month in

1885 but would have that amount reduced if school was canceled due to had weather

of if many of her students happened to be in the fields. She addressed herself to

the question of her private life:

My dress, hours, and habits were strictly rdWulated for the protection
of my students. I was to set a perfect, or nearly perfect, example.
Some contracts in those days even regulated courting, includidg the number
of evenings that the teacher could go "out." She must be in by 9:30 or
10 p.m. A drink of alcohol or a puff of smoke was grounds for automatic
dismissal. There were few married schoolmarms.

Helpful hints for the teacher later appeared in al walks Tpacher,
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first issued in September, 1898. We muddl that somehow.
The magazines carried instances of teachers g dropped for dancing and
card playing. It noted that married women w e scriminated against as
were Catholics.

Some school boards were said to be cone e young lady
teachers seemed overanxious for husbands, havin too much to
do their homework.

An editorial warned of bad breath and body odor, suggesting that t
teacher brush his or her teeth three times a day and spend 60 rather than
15 cents on laundry.

Nebraska parents thought the teacher could supply a good example toward a better

life than theirs for their children, Mattis Simmons concluded.4

The composite Mattis Simmola commented on conditions in 1885 as taken

from the written record. On the basis of interviews of teachers who were in their

classrooms not much earlier than 1920, I find her depiction a bit strong, if

not dramatic.

No one of more than twenty teachers replied that they were considered

as the property of the community. Mrs. Mae Manion (previously cited) did remark

that contracts stipulated that the teacher, in addition to doing the janitor

work and conducting the pledge of allegiance to the flag, was not to be married.

The place for a married woman was commonly thought to be in the home. Mrs. Helen

Waits (previously cited) contract required her to live in the district. The

community did not want a married woman teacher. Should one become pregnant,

it did not think it seemly that she should appear before the children, overlooking,

I suggest, the circumstance that those children's mothers could become pregnant

at home. The community, Mrs. Waits noted, looked to the teacher as a person of

good morals and good report. Mrs. Berniece Anderson recalled that her patrons

were pleasant and friendly. Theremas"none of that non- dating, not getting

out of the house business." What the patrons required of her was not as bad as some

of the jokes or extreme statements shelled heard. A teacher should be above
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criticism at any rate, Miss Anderson believed.

If, in the latter years of the nineteenth century, teachers were often

restricted, it should not be surprising to us. It was the Victorian age when

the public at large believed in a strict code of morality for decent women.

Schooltea-hers would naturally be subject to the ideals Laid by society. If the

age asked more of women, and sought guarantees in their contracts, holding the

threat of dismissal over their heads, such is understandable, the spirit of

the times taken into account. Another thought on the idea of restriction, if

it did occur, is that the public likes to have a voice in the affairs of its

public servants. The force that a homesteader twenty miles out might exert on

his county officers would be negligible indeed, and lighter still on the governor.

Rut, he could rake his voice heard in his home school district. The country

school teacher was the only servant of the public over whom he could have any say.

Fever restrictions applied to t:e teachers of the 1920's. One reason may

have been a kind of freeingup of strict moral codes in general in which rural

schoolteachers would logically share. It was a different age in some respects.

Kno'ing thpt women won the right to vote at national elections and perhaps

being aware of the less stringent sex mores of the times, whether or not one

attributes them to Freudianism, school boards came to write less restrictive

contracts.

The duties imposed on the country schoolteacher were surely heavy enough

to debilitate her by the end of the day and would render unnecessary restrictions

on her "going out," for instance. Beyond ttpressing need to have recitations

nearly all of +he time just to get the classes in, she had heavy demands laid

r-)
on herphysicaily.
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In her 1H98 contract, Sarah Fann_ig (at Stuhr Museum, previously cited),

for the salary of $32.00 per month for nine months agreed to "keep the school

house in good repair, to provide the necessary fuel and supplies." A phrase,

"and to furnish the janitor work," was lined out and replaced with, "Miss

Fanning is to do the Janitor work." he was personally to sweep the floors and

could, apparently, not hire it done.

building good repair was not clea-

volved exactly in keeping the

as she to r place broken windows at her

own expense? Mr. Robert L. Co ger (previously cited) recalled the many duties of

his former teachers:

The teacher aside from being teacher, was counselor, a mediator,
nurse, judger jury, disciplinarian and jack of all trades. He or she was
also the,duly elected Janitor. This included the housekeeping as well as
starting and maintaining the tire in the coal stove. On winter mornings the
temperature on the inside was about like the outside. The teacher tried
to get there early and get the firs going before the pupils arrived.
Any teacher, worth his or her salt, was enterprising enough to incor-
porate some of the janitor work into their discipline program.

That is to say thst students might dust the erasers to pay for being mischievous.

Any rural schoolteacher up to the 1940's could agree with Mr. CoOr's

account and round it out with details of his own. Modern teachers are inclined

to feel sorry. for the physical labors their early counterparts endured. One has

to consider the times here also. Many of the teachers, take Miss Anderson as an

instance, had attended country schools themselves and knew what to expect.

Further, being farm-reared, they knew what physical work meant. Thus, regarded

in the context of their times, th_ work, relatively speaking, I emphasize,

seemed less onerous to them than to us. My interviews show them to be made of

pretty stern stuff. Finding mice in the cupboards, leaving through the windows

t, avoid the rattlesnake that blocked the doorway, pouring kerosene on cobs to
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start the fire, and eating cold lunches were not insurmountable obstacles

for them, and maybe not even distasteful. All of the former country school-

teachers I interviewed now live in comforte-le places, but none seemed really

to regret this phase of their lives.

In the quotation above, Mr. Conger called the country schoolteacher a

Csciplinarian. All teachers are that, of course, whether of yesterday or

the present. Discipline in schools is as much as ever a common concern.

Somehow the subject arises when we look back to the rural school,,for we

often picture a young lady or man timorously going out to the first school

in which the students, including overgrown farm boys, are aching to "drive

the teacher out." Ofcourse, the teachers faced their new situations with some

trepidation. Did not the patrons look on "keeping order* as one of the first

pmerequisites'to "keeping a good school"? I will consider the problem of

discipline from research into the records and from personal interviews.

Frank Grady recalled some features of student discipline:

The first teacher in Raymond school was run out by the boys, who
used stones as weapons of assault. The second met the same gang, but
when he had soundly thrashed one boy, and the youth's father coming to take
up the battle shared the same fate, the reign of terror ended abruptly,
and a new respect for the school was established.5

Mr. Grady commented on another teacher:

J. W. Kerns who used to pull up the window and spit a gob of
tobacco juice clean down to Main Street. . .the discipline on the
whole was pretty good. . . .There were no high-falooting laws, and the
teacher could whale the very drill out of you it it would aid in your
bringin to time.

He recalled another story about a teacher:

Pie./ wasralremly in the school on New Tears Day, and they threw
brimstonesulphur I reckon it's called--down the chimney and smoked him
out, getting possession of the premises. . .Quite a percentage of the
big: fellows considered the teacher Public Eneir. Number One. The worst

.4
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thing of all was when the parents took up the battle of the kids. . .

That happened quite often and they vowed that if the kids couldn't put
the teacher out, they would. They usually got the worst of it, however.

Apparently the rough-and-ready discipline recounted in Mr. Grady's salty

language worked. The students did not take over the schools he mentioned.

In the instance of the McCarthy School, District 29 in Washington

County, the teacher found it difficult controlling the seventy-five students.

Many were larger boys there because they could not farm in the winter.. He was

driven out. Jimmy Van Duesen in taking his place laid a gun across the top

of his desk said, *Boys, I'm here for business--to teach." He had no trouble.6

Charles Wertz of Richland had proven himself capable of handling the boys

by reason of his activity in other really manly pursuits. He frequently took

leaves of absence from his school to Join cattle drives, to hunt horse thieves,

to serve as -la payroll courier, and to join posses searching for criminals.

Meenwhile he continued to attend college.7 Pew large boys, I suspect, would

have had the temerity to challenge this man.

The paddling or whipping was a common occurrence in country schools,

as elsewhere. A student would be asked to kneel over frontwards to make the

trousers, ad the skin, more taut and increase the pain. A teacher might draw

a small ring on the blackboard, toll the student to put his nose into it, and,

if he could not, boost him skyward with blown from a heavy, three-foot ruler

applied to his rear section. Mrs. Caroline Pifer relates how her sister, Mari

Sandoz, administered corporal punishment. No one but members of her family

received it, although they may heye been scolded. Mrs. Pifer was punished at

least once a year, either with hand or book. One time Mari became exasperated with

her brother who was not learning fast enough, so she sent her sister Flora to get
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a strap, supposedly to beat the subject into him. She struck him repeatedly.

When he shielded his rear with his hands to protect it, she strapped then until

the buckle on it raised welts.8

Matters of discipline vith the big boys in his school came out all right

for John G. Reihardt in his first job in the country. He approached it with

forebodings. The Moderator of the school board had warned him that the boys in

the school needed a good thrashing, and 4 knew that a young woman teacher had

been driven out weeping. The "three hnSky cornfeds" might think they could do

the same with him.

Rat, this short young man not much taller than five feet strove to

screw up his courage. Didn't he hive a chest expansion of ten inches, and

couldn't he tear a pack of playing cards in two with just his hands, and didn't

he have the high score of 1705 on the striking machine, all this and a trick

wrestling hold, he told himself'

He got a chance to use his strength and wrestling skill. It cane in a

snow fight (school began for him in December) when the children ganged up on

him. Suddenly, 3111 Lendrick, "amply shouldered and chested like a buffalo

bull calf," scooped up a handful of snow, bent on washing the teacher's face.

The time for the wrestling hold had come. He upended the pupil and slammed

him down on his back. Iendrick was humblv,. but reached out, placed his hand

on his teacher's shoulder .nd laughed.9 After this show of strength, discipline

was no problem.

Speakingrof his Sand Hills, experiences, Robert L. Conger (previously

cited) observed that four of five of his teachers were "very efficient"

in discipline, in an era, he stated, where the teacher had "full authority."

They could have good arecr because the parents stood behind them. He recalled
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a year when the teacher dot up a system of student government to handle

discipline problems:

We elected a sheriff and a panel of judges. The judges were usually
always the same girls. We had witnesses on both sides of the question.
The fate of the culprit was settled by the last word of the judges. The
penalties varied greatly. There was staying after school, a whipping by
the teacher and one fight to a finish by two of the accused culprits.
One of these fellows accused the other of calling him a liar. The
accused was hauled into court and sentenced to fight the other till neither
could go anymore. As the fight progressed and the pace slowed, the teacher
added to the tempo. 84 used a cottonwood switch to speed things up.
Timo took its toll and neither could fight any longer. They both sported
black eyes and fat lips. There were lesser sentenced where the teacher
,set the penalty. I might also add that there were very few acquittals.
I don't remember having held - office eery often; after ill, Romeo= bad to
be the culprit. I wag 4 recipient of whippings,by the teacher and Ime of
the combatants in the fight to a finsih. There was a strange force pulling
as to where the action was. The teachers had a way of taking e very dim
view of some of my activities. I think they may have been in cahooti
with my parents. There was a role at homes that if T got a whipping t
school, I also got one at ham. I averaged two a day for Tait. an unbeliev
able period of time. My tattling brothers and sisters made sure the score
was kept even,

I discussed this method of order and discipline With the former
teacher recently. We decided that it was a bad thinglthat never should
have happened.

My interviews show that such violence in disciplinary matters was the

exception, not the rule. Few are the teachers in any age who like to admit

to having had problems in discipline that got out of hand and required strong

corrective measures. They might be branded as poor managers. None the 'less,

no former teacher that I interviewed reported he or she had to resort such

corporal punishment as described in the Mari Sandoz account. Moe said they

avoided severe problems because they and the students res fed each other.

It was the country teacher's lot to be underpaid An old saying seems to

rule. It says when hard times come it will be teacherit who absorb the cutback

in revenues first. With the teachers under our discussion, however, who in truth

probably were underpaid, one has to recognise that cash was herd to come, by

for many districts. For the farmer-supporters at the school, it involved their

selling a thin surplus of grains, or meat, or milk they were able to spare
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beyond their domestic went,. With the slender funda thus received they must hely

store productsand pay their taxes. Often, to them, the salary paid the

teacher Must have seemed munificert indeed. In rural areas in general, those

perbons who held salaried positions received for their efforts what the farmer

frequently did notthe currency of the realm. A figure of speech in Mark

Twain', writings r 'erred to a man who felt as happy as if "he was on salary."

In the present day, when a lx,Lnning teacher can draw $10,000.10 for

a nine-months' tam and expect to make as much as $14,000.00 after saveral

years. 444 sums paid those working the 1880's, say, or in the 1930's seem like

pittances. The Annual Reports of School District #54 to the County Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction for Otoe County, available in Rosalie Trail

Fuller's & itzem ,ituk Sc 041 (previously cited), lists these amounts

paid teacher's for selected years:

/-
1969 60 days, salary $111.00 2
1872 60 days for $30.00 per month
1885 ir days at $33.33 per month
1892 5. Jays for $35.00.

Figures for District 61, Clay Coen*, are not much different. In 1883,

J. C. Melee drew $30.00 for one month of teaching. By 1920-21 Bertha Laheds

drew $85.00 per month as did Rose Schmidt in 1923-24. In 1934-33, during the

Great Depression, the district salary was $30.00 a month.° Phoebe Johnson

Morgan recalled in &lax laln Zsak p. 258 (previously cited)

that she began teaching in 1900 at $25.00 per month in country school two

miles south of Osceola, where she tempt the floor, carried in cobs and coal,

and took out the ashes. After f,4.7 months, the school board raised her salary

to $35.00 per month. In Antelope County, ',bout the time the county superin-

tendent was torming. school districts, Miss Ills Wyman taught her first school

in District #8 for $8.20 a month and boarded hers. If. Other teachers generally

received from twelve to fifteen dollars monthly. Two years lat.'. they

8 3
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vent up until the county-wide average was $20.00 per month with three teachers

drawing $32.00 and $50.00.11 In the early 1080's, Benjamin F. Grundy taught a

country school on Prairie Dog Creek in Harlan County sixty days for sixty dollars.

Like other men teachers of his day, he supplemented his teaching wages by

farming and working with his team of horses on the Burlington Railroad in the

Holdrege area.

Salaries had to come up from the low sums paid in such instances as

those renorted above by Leach. They climbed gradually to the time of the

1929 stock market crash, then fell, though rarely dropping to the thirty

collars monthly reported for Clay County in the 1930's. Mrs. Erna England,

who began teaching in 1932, drew $60.00 per month and nothing lower than $55.00

for the remaintng years of the Depression. 12 One featJre often remembered7
Alfyyichers of thr.y times but not especially race:1.d in my interviews, but

Anii- Mrs. Maninn's comment, was the practice of a district's paying off in

warrants which the teacher often had to cash in at a discount at a bank, in

Mrs. Manion's instance, at 2%. Despite the low salaries, one teacher, Mrs. Doggie

Bellew (previously cited), was able to save money on her fifty dollars and attend

sumil school.

The salaries just listed could hardly have provided for a plush living,

to be certain. For the vest flashers of daughters, and it was women who carried

the brunt o: filling the desks of teachers throughout Nebraska, teaching the

district school was often their only alternative as a parser.

Mrs. Neva Nicolars-1 enjoyed her teaching in thy several sue -room

schools mostly north
1
of Kearney but, in looking bok, remembers it was a relief

to move into a town school where she would not by so rushed trying to get her
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recitations in Others probably felt this wRy since most of them did leave the

country schools for town positions as soon as they could, as Mr. Younglund

stated. Their moves were dictated in many cases by declining enrollments, of

course.

Miss Grace Corner of Auburn (previousl cited), who began her career right

out of high school, wanted from her earliest childhood days to teach. When

she won her first position, she was thoroughly happy in it, teaching grades kinder-

garten through the eighth. Everyone was bury; they loved working together.

They became fine citizens. Many went back to the farm life. Miss Corner

taught but two years in the country, moving into Auburn for a tenure of forty-

five years. the testified that she thoroughly enjoyed her two-year stint and

volunteered her belief that tqday's rural schools do a fine job. Mrs. Ira

Mundschenek (previously cited) regarded herself 114 a professional in her

several years in country schools. She tried to listen to the students and to

understand them. She took each student as an individual and dealt with him on

that basis. Further, she attempted to offer students a wide range of learning.

One way to do this, she-was convinced, was to stress reading, particularly the

o

independence they could gain in reading through phonics. A history enthusiast,

she felt that a edge of the past would help them. For disciplinary reasons,

she stayed on the Ichoolground at recess and noons; however, if there were

1
?

problems, they were locked up in the schoolhouse and not sent hogs at night to

the parents. These she saw as ways of manifesting her professionalism.

L. Conger credited his rural school teachers nlell, with arousing his

When asked whether they would elect agr-in to undergo the same often harsh

curiosity about. then world to the extent tnat he has traveled widely over it.
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experiences of their rural school teaching, the invariable, rarely hesitating

answer was "Yes."

The next two citations with which I will end this chapter recapitulate

the various features of a teacher's country school experience. The firsst,

a newspaper article, discloses a teacher's joyous feelingi about her work

in earlier years. The second, a poem, gives a poet's imagined insignts into

the feelings of a young schoolteacher;

Those wonderful one room school &eye How I enjoyed them. With
love and affection we were all just one happy family. From coaxing a fire
in the old heater each morning to sweeping the wide board floor each late
afternoon, every hour waif a delight to me.

The younger ones learned from the older ones,-the larger ones helped
the little ones and all worked together to help each other and to help me.
I loved my 32 pupils in all eight grades. They were great! I had never
attended or visited a rural school, so it was all a new experience. I was
only 17 years old and just out of high school.

The lunch buckets around the stove on cold days, the starched dimity
curtains, the dark gray woodwork, the green oatmeal wallpaper, the stone
water jar, the tin cons lined upon the shelf, the crudely built shelf with
the Webster's large dictionary on it were all typical of the one room
school of 1922. Mine had a gray cupboard at the back, double seats for
the pupils and a large teacher's desk with the recitation bench in the
front of the room. Pupils would march up in front to recite their
lessons.

What fun it was to :,actice dialogues, songs, and recitations for the
school program and annual box supper. Usually numbers were sold on a five
pound box of candy which was raffled off. The money raised would buy new
library books. I recall aur Negro minstrel number at that first program
which made quite a hit with the audience. A second grade boy could jig and
greatly added to that dialogue.

We had attendance contests, cyphering and spelling matches and worked
for weekly reading awards. The award was a pretty picture card with the
words "Reward for Merit" on it. The County &iperintindent provided beau
tiful attendance certificates for the pupils. Some of these pupils, now
grown, still have these certificates.

There was no discipline problem as these conscientious pupils worked
so hard to get their lessons and developed initiative and responsibilities.
My four eighth graders worked diligently to pass the dreaded 8th grade
state examinations held each May at Osceola, the county seat of Polk County.
Cube root and square root were 8th grade a:_thmetic requirements and mental
arithmetic, drawing, penmanship, Knglish cumpositior. were separate tcsta
the 8th graders had to pass in addition to the other regular study tests.

I recall with deep feeling those happy days. My 8th grade pupil is now
my brotherinLau as he married my youngest sister. And the pretty little
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second grader married one of my brothers, and the sweet little pre-
schooler who visited one day now is mar.led to my youngest brother.

My mother, Mrs. William Stever!, my two sisters, Mrs. Grayce Burney
and Mrs. Hazel Hill and myself all taught this same school, District
45 in Polk County. My mother taught there in 1892 before she was married.12

Edwin Ford Piper is the author of "The Schoolmmstress":

I

In morning breeze, the Indian summer's gold
Of sun on Mildred's cheeks aglow

Beneath-dark hair; it glistens on the horse,
A glossy chestnut tossing his thick mane
In spirited canter, held straight on the path
Across the rolling prairie the four miles
To the little, low, schoolhouse by the creek,
Two windows on the side, a home-made door,
Sod roof a trifle weedy, the rough ands
Of split ash rafters showing at the edge.
A shed, and ponies that will carry double--
Half of the children ride.

Within the house
Pine tables in four rows, benches to match,
incipiently notched: a joyous map,
A painted blackboard; a high walnut desk
Brightened with flowers above the slender stem
Of a glass vase. Mil-room the mighty stove,
A swallower of enormous chunks of wood
So that the fire may roar within the drum,
And all the atove's girth turn a glowing red
In challenge to the fury of winter wind.

This it but brisk October. The bell calls,
And the try:fled children in coarse, home-made

clotnau

Come clattering to stow head-gear on the hooks
Above the baskets; tiptoe to the seats,
Slug, hear the 8114*, tall to study fast.
Jimmit's work shoes must dangle in mid-air
As he prints with pride old news about the cat;
Hers dark curls with rod ribbons shake and

bob

As Susie struggles with hor fraction sums;
Here Philip's mouth is grim as he tears anart
Some tough old centime, flttling word and

word

On the painful diagram. Here Johnnie sits
Enraptured t:ith the animals and trees,
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Cities and ships and wondrous waterfalls
Of the big geography, while up in front
A class drones heavily through Paul Revere.

The walls are chinked with plaster; overhead
Run tie-beam, purlin, ridge-pole, cleanly barked,
Supporting rafters overlaid by willows
Cut in green leaf, and now upholding sod.
Sometimes a mouse runs rustling; harmless

snakes
Come sliding to the floor, or up the logs
A dusky lizard darts.

'Tis here she moves,
The genius of the place, viewed as all wise
in booklore, honest, patient, loving, kind,
Courageous: all these talents for the sum
Of twenty-five a month and board herself.

Shall not Lt. pay the man who catches dogs?
In his soullt garden, mildew. Doss a tree
Not utter unconscious joy in the exquisite
Color and form and fragrance of its fruit?
There's natural joy in healthy human service,
Natural, not sacrificial. Monthly salary
Is token laborers are somehow worthy;
Useful, too, for books, beefsteak, and vacations.
For Mildred much of worth lay in the store
Her memory could treasure: the old room,
The children clustering, happiness in vye
And grace in movement; Willie's gentle lisp
'Struggling with stubborn words; the lame bay's

look

Of speechless worship with a yellow rose;
The five-year-olds clinging about her skirts;
The halt-grown girls with arms about her waist
Asking her to their homes; great awkward

boys,

Heady as bulls, the slaves of her every word,
Toiling prodigiously in Ray's Third Part
Over cube root, and roaring at recess
In Prisoner's Base, or old-time games of ball.



If Mildred looked out when the 'weeping rain
Slurred the gray prairie, limiting her sight
To scanty fields, Old fancy mark far miles
with rose-lanes of romance, nor show the

drudgers
In sweet and dust, or lid she clearly sense
Workaday folk with private griefs at heart
And a tune on the lips in the field?

If she had dreams
They anlored and perfumed shrines not unveiled
To vulgar gaze. The girl had been through

college,
Traveled to California and New York;
For some seven months she rode a chestnut

horse,
And was 'The teaches of `mss country school
At twenty-five a month and board herself.13
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The Country School Today

There is a greater range in the kinds of country schools today than

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries:. To illustrate, a rural school

in Buffalo County north of Elm Creek has outdoor privies. Another such school

sits on a hill in southwestern Custer County. It has no water on the grounds

so the teacher must bring it from her home. Noi does it have indoor restrooms.

In the Triangle School northeast of Arthur and in the Snyder School west of

Tryon, the school boards have managed to squeest restrooms into the small

frame buildings, both supplied with wells on the grounds. Five miles south-

Wet of Kearney, District 114, Alfalfa Center, named from the alfalfa fields

and mill thereby, a two-rok.s building of the style generally built in the

1920's, is completely modern. It is now augmented by a "double-wide" moved in

from the Glenwood District. In the new Glenwood School five miles north of

Kearney, students and teachers enjoy the finest of up-to-date facilities in

a new brick building which houses six full 4me teachers. These are but examples

of the varieties of buildings that now constitute the country schools of

Nebraska.

Virtually all of these schools are well equipped. I know of none that

lacks electricity and telephones. All I have investigated have some form of

gas for heating, either natural or propane. The present-day teacher does not

have to wait on a new fire to warm up the building. In some, the teacher still

does the custodial work, although this practice is becoming less common. Consider

Alfalfa Center. Two full time teachers preside over the education of forty

children, but for music and kindergarten which are taught by a half-time person.

An aid helps the teacher of grades one through three for a half day, then moves

9()
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to grades four-ould six. For one semester, a student majoring in physical

education at Kearney Sta College comes out to help in that area. One full time

and one part time cook prepare hot lunches for the students and teachers.

The district also employs a custodian to take care of the carpeted floors

and the modern toilet facilities. The school has the learning machines common

to most schools. While one can find schools where teachers do not enjoy the time

they should have because short- handed, it is obvious, taking the school above

as an example from many, that the country schoolteacher of today has improved

her lot in those respects.

In one sense, the country school with a single, unaided teacher no longer

exists. Though only one may be under contract, she has otuers helping her, as

prov_ded for by Educational Service units and, in one area, a cooperative

service :gamey. y_ 1V.15, the Legislature of the State of Nebraska passed

LB #3C1 as follows:

In order to provide supplementary educational services to local
school districts, there are hereby established nineteen educational
service units. The official name of such unitil shall be Educational
Service Unit No. of the State of Nebraska.

A letter from Rodney D. Smith, Administrator of ESU #11 at Holdrege, encapsulates

the services h.:s and other units can supply a teacher:

Our initial services included a 16ma film library, school nurses,
speech therapists and art teachers. Through the years,tha,program of
--rvices has expanded to include a wide range of programs for handi-
capped students and programs for the gifted. We are also extensively
involved in providing teacher in-service programs. Additional service-
include: audio visual equipment repair, microcomputers for loan to
schools, production and copying of instructional materials and cooperative
purchasing of school supplies and equipment.

Mr. Smith lays out some of the provisions for assistance:

Decisions regarding the kinds of services that we provide to the
schools are made by the school districts themselves. Naturally the
schools want these serviceesnits to provide services that they find
difficult or impossible to maintain within a single school district.
For this reason, it is my judgment that ESU #11 has had a significant
positive effect on the educational programs that the individual schools
provide for their students.2
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A tetaherwho wants a hosting and vision test to? her students,

who wants materials for a bright child, has a film projector that needs

repair, wants a picture laminated or a transparency made, or who wishes to

order out a film from the ESU catalog can get this help, not so.readi4

available before 1965.

Of special note are such programs at those sponsored by ESU agencies,

often, in the instance of the poet -in -the- school, handled jointly with the

Nebraska Arta Council. Cynerally, a recognized poet skilled in working with

young people will spend a week's residency in a school teaching various

grade levels how to writs poetry. The following poem by Dr. Donovan Welch,

Poet.in-residence at Kearney State College, is a touching account of one

session at a rural school:

Poet in Residence at a Country School

The school greets as like a series
of sentence &Egmont* sent out to recess.
Sacco I hit the front door
I'm into a game of baseball soccer.
My first kick's a foul; my second sails
over-the heads of the outfielders;
rounding third base, I suck in my stomach
and dodge the throw of a small blue-eyed bay.
I enter the school, soaking apples of wind.
In the fifth-grads section of the room
I stand in thecenter of an old rug and ask,
Where would you go where no one could find you,
a secret place where you'd be invisible
to everyone emmtyumrselves;
whet would you do there: what would you say?
I ask them to imagine they're there,
and writing-. poem. As I walk around the room,
I look ct the wrists of the. kids,
gresuand alive, °artful with silence.
They are writing themselves into fallen elms,
=n em of barns, washouts, and alkali flats.
I witch until a tigy boy approaches,
who mom he can't think of a place*
whowondare today, at least, it
he just couldn't sit on my lap.
To roe, be says, he'll write.
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And so theta of ne sit under e clock,
beside a gaudy picture of a butterfly,
and a meet poem of Christine Rosetti's.
And in all that silence, neither of us
can imagine where he'd rather he.,

An agency, similar to the MR's, serves Custer and Blaine Counties,

its director, Martin L. Heflebower reports. It is the Sand Hills Educational

Services Group, headquartered in Broken Row. An excerpt from his letter

explains the circumstances of its being established:

. . when all of the counties in the State of Nebraska had the oppor-
tunity to vote either into or out of the Educational Service Units,
Custer and Blaine Counties were two of the counties that voted to stay
out. When LB 403 MRS passed, biers was no ESU to call on for service,
so the Coop was formed.

Therosere two school districts in Custer County that do not belong
to the Coop, but contract for services from Educational Service Chit #10
in tearney. This points out that participation in the Coop is a volum-
tn.". thing.

Mr. Heflebower says that his Coop has no taxing powers, as do the ESL's and is

paid ty districts for service, provided only, therefore does not present a tax

burden on the counties. H* further mentions that hiu Coop does not provide

aedio.vieual materials and equipment. A list of services provided includes, I

judge,about every other special assistance teacher aids, classes for mentally

retardsd, speech therapy, and the likethat the ESU Bulletin describe:6.4

One hears frequently a star), of the earlier days in which a din - witted boy of

thirteen attends classes with the third graders where he poses a problem who

mad neither the time nor the ability to deal with the situation. So, the bay

drifted, probably to his and her frustration. The modern teacher has a source

of help.

Getting an adequate- supply at books concerned most country schoolteachers.

Early attempts to alleviate this problea were mad: by the Neheaska Public Lihrarf

Cossitortesteblishet is 1901, after aim years of work by interested persons.

Onetaistmea to improve school librariee. Accordingly, it published "A List of
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Bookie for School Libraries,*' distributed through the offices of county

superintendents to all teachers in the state. In 1902, the Commission

had thirty collections of forty volumes each traveling about the state.

It reported "phenomenal* circulation. Each volume was loaned out 6.5 times.

In 1905, the Omission placed sample twenty-five dollar collections of books in

each of the junior normal schools, and also set up Library Days. At the time,

the Secretary of the Commission noted that nothing on the state statute books

either required or encouraged school districts to possess books aside from

texts.5

In today's rural school, like those described in McPherson County by

Mrs. Helen Waits, s bookmobile will drive um to the door on a regular schedule

of two weeks. Children will walk through it, checking out what suits them,

and turning in books they had read. In two weeks or so, the bookmobile will

return with a new crop of books for the children's use.

Most students of yesterday's rural schools were somewhat awed by a

visit from the county superintendent. He would chat with the teacner and possibly

walk through the aisles looking over a nervous youngster's shoulder at his

writing, reminiscent of the scene William Butler Yeats painted in his poem,

"Among School Children." This man, the only one the children might see in

a year wearing a business suit, was also a great help to the teacher. As Mr.

Gordon Hansen, County Superintendent of Adams County,noted, the people in the

county office were the only administrators country schoolteachers had, and, es

such, they mediated between thi State Department of Education and the schools.6

Am account by C. W. Crum, a county superintendent around 1900, reveals

something both of the nature of his duties and the awe he inspired:
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When I started out ,ao call on the rural-schools, I went as far
away as I could and called on 62 in the S. W. corner of the county
ZMadison../. Miss Tana Thompson was teacher and Miss Anna Torgerson was
visiting her that day. They were scared stiff and I was scared worse.
They were the finest type of Norwegian, and the finest type of teachers--
the kind we want to keep in the mark, but unfortunately for the schools,
the kind that get married. . . .A few days later I called at No. 10 west
of Battle Creek, Miss Pearl Reese, teacher. . .one of %he best teachers
I have known. Quiet and sweet and modest and forceful.?

Miss Sorniece Anderson of Stromsburg was quite apprehensive of her superintendent's

first visit, but found that she was quite helpful, with ideas on art and the

school program. Also, she would show the fledgling teacher how to complete the .

school records. This visiting -"icial was always "nice" and asked always

how she could assist.

Speaking from a background of eight years as student in a rural school

and eight more as teacher in one plus ten or more years as a city junior high

school principal, Rey Craig, now Superintendent 0f Schools for Lincoln County

for the past tan years, supervises fourteen Class I districts which employ

forty teachers. He is responsible for keeping the records for them (aawell

as for all other schools in the county) and certain supplies. He must by law visit

each school once a year, although it is often necessary, he states, to visit

some more than once. Ile approves annual budgets submitted by the various)school

boards. He makes certain all teachers have valid teaching certificates. Also,

he is responsible for the 1-nnual school census. As a corollary matter, his

office verifies birth certificates. At the time of recording his recollections

on tape for "The Country School Project," he was plinning for a county government

day.
8

Four years agu, Mr. Glen Estee ended a career of thirty-seven years as

superintendent of Rock County Schools. He supervised sixty-two districts in

the 1930's when he took office and helped to consolidate them down to the

present (Sight. Helping boards of education to prepare sixtydgets was, he

comment fi , a heainob and took his entire summer. In this position, he noted
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in passing, he metie*enough to live on in only one year, at all others being

obliged to work as an accountant and as city clerk. Similarly obligated to

visit each school once a year, he attempted to cover them all before the

snows came, the open nature of the land considered where the southern part

was Sand Hills and some schools quite difficult to find. Some in the southeastern

and southwestern parts of Rock County g ht17 as much as forty to forty-five

miles away from ft.gsett or any o town in the county.

\"-- There could .poor teachers, Mrs. Estes suggested, and with some he

just about "had to ve in the district." One could not teach grammar, so

every year Mr. Estero d do it for her. On one occasion he had "to settle

the students down," and when they found out they could not rule things, school

resumed in an orderly manner. As the administrator for the rural schools, he,

as did so many others, held teachers' institutes. One custom, also in general

practice, was to bring in speakers, and Mr. Estes recalls with satisfaction

having invited Nebraskans Val Peterson and Freeman Decker to his institutes.9

At the time of my interviewing Mrs. Jane Peterson, successor to Mr. Estes

as Sunerintendent of Rock County Satools, lie was conducting a teachers' insti-
%

tuts. It was gratifying to see that she and the teachers werq,involved in dis-

cussions of ways to teach subject matter, in one instance the inductive method.

Typical of the practices of other superintendents, Mrs. Peterson supplies a variety

-of services the teachers. She encourages them to continue their college

education bY extension courses held in Bassett from Nebraska coteges.

One was "curse in _learning difficulties sponsored by Wayne State College.

Teacher' respond with-enthusiasm to such course', Mrs#Petersor stld. Their

Abhools were. the first in the- nation, she suggests, to have the North Start art

program, funded by the Federal Government for the disadvantaged in art. A person

has been in the area for six years working together with the local ESU, to acquaint

the students with sof. The program brought a large mobile conveyance by which
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it took art to the country schools. It hired artists in watercolor, pottery, silk

screening, and textiles to demonstrate them to the students. The funding ended

in 1980 it art instruction through the ESU will continue.

Once a year teachers organize and conduct a music festival. It is held

in April. In the morning the students of all schools combine to practice and

in the afternoon present a program to parents and friends. A brother of two

sisters who teach in the county hAs been returning to help with the festival.

He, a member of the Sybrant family of Rock County, is a graduate in music of

the ne1-4,sity of NebraskaOmaha. At the time of the festival, the teachers

select songs for the next year's event. This past spring their theme was cow

boys. All in all, students will learn twenty new songs per mr.10

While there are these and many more servants that wait on today's country

schoolteachers, for example the Nebraska Educational Television facility, one

has to comlude that they have a groat more help than their counterparts of

1900, for instance. One further concludes that the agencies for assistance noted

above have done much to make the country school about as well equipped as its

city cousin, though different in terms of numbers served.

No longer can a girl of sixteen with aspirations to teach take the state

teachers' examinations at the county seat and begin her career. Nor can the

seventeen year old high school student take the teachers' training_ course plus

examinations and demure a contract. He or she can not even go to college for

one year or for two only and be certified. &it for the "life" certificate

earlier alluded to by Dr. Campbell, teachers to be recommended to the State

Department for certification must have a bachelor's degree. Not to get into

thin thorny issue as to whether the present requirements produce better teachers

than those with the normal training preparation, it is obvious that the formal

preparation is more extended now then ever.
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It is probably valid to say that today's country schoolteachers are more

cosmopolitan than, say, the farm girl who went at an early age to teach in

either her home or a neighboring district school. Mrs. Peterson (previously

cited) remarked that in her county, the teachers, while relatively young, have

members from Iowl, Kansas, and Michigan. Many have traveled. Gne teacher

has been a memoer of a choral group that sang at the White House and in South

America. For many teachers,travel outside Nebraska is a common matter.

The new cars parked by the district school can attest to their capability.

In commenting on the programs of a few schools, I will be unfair, of

course, to those which may have equally good programs, but, time being of the

essence in any research and writing project, I will have to choose several

that seem distinctive, recognizing that my sample is partial.

Should a person wish to visit Miss Audrey Schoenbeck's school in Rock

County, he would be well advised to follow her directions: "Go south from

Bassett about thirty miles, turn left just before you get to Rose, you'll have

fourteen miles of trail road before you reach a church. Turn right. Go

straight to a dead end, then turn left about sight miles to the Jordan Ranch

House. Turn right, follow the road about five miles over automobile gates

(don't turn left). At the Y go up over a hill, and after two more valleys on

the right IQ a trailer and the school house." All this distance of forty-five

miles takes one through relatively unpopulated areas, Rose, with a schoolhouse

and a post office, being the only settlement.

At

Here, Miss Schoenbeck, formerly a staff member of a Fort Lauderdale

school and a girls' college in Saipan, teaches four students in three grades.

Asked about her thoughts on the back-to-the-basics urge, she noted that she saw

instructional modes swing to the basics in Florida around 1973, but in her Rock

County school, they had never left. At District 75, Pleasant Hill, she was trying
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to add diversity, not with the textbooks she used, for they were fairly t asic,

but with other means. In the teaching of reading, Miss Schoenbeck, with a

master's degree in reading nearly completed, used a variety of methods: phonics,

the whole language approach, ward attack skills, structural analysis, word

recognition, and comprehension skills.

As to written composition, "we write all of the time, something every

day." Her students compose poems just as anyone else would prose. She taught

them how to write free verse. How? First she put some rhymed lines, abab,

on the board, "and we talked about them." Next, she placed poetry before them that,

while it had the ebab rhyme scheme, showed lines of different lengths. Later, came

some e e can poems. She gave them a sheet of poetry with different poetic

forms end asked if they could write after these models. The response was, "Well,

I guess," and she reports, "If they could guess they could, they would."

Through these means, principally analysis and imitation, she got them to writing

both traditional and tree verse, also Haiku. A fourth grade student now writes

poetry outside of assignments.

Her students now see history as alive. Before, she suggests, they regarded

it as something that happened in the past, and nothing more. Now it is events

that have been built upon. History is dynamic to them. While this growth took

two years, they finally began to comment on history, by arcking, "Did you see

what the United States did"? Then conversation would drift to other, similar

doings in the past on which these were based. She developed their historical

consciousnessee through a regular history text which had some conversation

and through historical novels. She used her experiences in Florida-and Japan

on which to drew, looking at the United States -from a vantage point outside it.

Whet qualities should she hope for in her griduated eighth graders?

She would trust thee to know how to listen to others. She would wish they

had initiative, yet.not overly so. She would want them to fit into their own
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culture, for the good of their own self-concept. For ht:self, she expects

to be a guide, to teach students to make choices on their own and to work

constructively, to develop good Study habits and thus to acquire a rich

background. She hopes that education will open doors and windows for their

minds.11

Sisters Christy Sybrant Keller and Judith Sybrant Duvall., while not

twins, are twin-like in their approaches to teaching. They grew up on a ranch in

Rock County and found their way into country schoolteaching which they like,

principally because the position refers them independence. Respecting the

basics, her father,Judith remarked, advised her that whoever mastered them had

what he needed to succeed, and, she suggested, that had been the case with him.

As to written composition, she was certain that a knowledge of the structure of

the language will lead a student into sentences that "go together well." The

more her students write the more they like to. It is "hard to get them to

stop." In creative writing, they might get their writing ideas from films.

The whole Sybrant family loves to write, Judith commented, and try to transfer

the love of it to'their pupils. The sisters believe that if students see their

teacher writing and liking it, they will enjoy trying it also.

The writing of poetry is a regular part of their curriculums. The

students like Haiku and free verse especially well. Ideas for them dome from

several sources, muybe their disappointment with their teachers, or problems

at home. A boy student who had not cared at all for writing was able to write

"the most beautiful Haiku." He did So well because Haiku had a form; it gave

him a "boundary" for his thoughts. Students need a guide, Judith declared.

To say only "Write a poem" is to pose a difficult and imposing task, but setting
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forth a form helps one to start. An important thing, she suggested, was to get

students to put the first line down and let successive lines grow from it.12

These awarenesses in the teaching of writing are, I suggest, quite mature ones and

come from people who have thought about the creative processes and have put them

to practice.

Christy began c liege as a is major, so it is a special part of her

life, she noted. The c dren i. er school like countrywestern music so much

that she tries to give them other kinds as well. For instance, she might teach

her children to conduct to classical music on a record pla,r. She has put on

musicals, not musical festivals, she points out, bat musicals. Recently, three

rural schools combined their talents to put on "A Look at Broadway, Country

Style." Organized by the teachers, it was a success and showed the patrons that

"hick country kids can really do something."

The students learn something of the language of music, time signatures

and the bass dr.: treble clefs, for instance, though the sisters make no special

effort to teach students to read notes. The two specialize in dance more than

in technical music. It is, one said, a real challenge to teach dance in a four

by four school house. Not only do they choreograph dances but they also teach the

students to. They try to create dance steps that fit the nature of the music.

If the music sounds like galloping horses, they fit the steps to it.

Do they integrate other disciplines? Yes, they replied, science and

mathematics, music and art. They might put a Tschaikowsky record on and let the

feelings of the music be recorded with the paint brushes on paner. The students

draw what they hear. If the music is loud, the colors may show up as bright

red. If light and soft, thin, tiny lines may appear. The words of one song,

they use, "91ftd, bad Leroy Brown,srequires close listening, they suggest, so that

1 0 i
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the painted feeling-states can be properly represented. These ways of

handling their subjects seem distivetive.

District 1L4 near Kearney has a music program similar to ghat dis-

cussed above. For one public performance, teach'? Mrs. Elsie P. Grundy

Presented a pageant of American history through song and dance, writing the

continuity he4f1f, teaching the songs and dances, and presenting it to an

audience of parents, grandparents, and friends. The text of the introduction

is as follows:

"This is America's story in music--days of poverty and_prospority,

hours of smiles and tears, all recorded in song through the years. The

Indians, who inhabited our land before the whits men came, contributed their

pert to our music through their songs and dances. In these chants and dances,

there were rhythms of the drums and often melodies played on flutes."

In due course came a minuet by Mozart danced by four youngsters accoutered

in powdered wig:, reminiscent of the days of George Washington. The Spanish

Influence in Florida and in the Southwest was commemorated by "The Mexican Hat

Dance." A Negro folk song, "This Train" and "The Cowboy" followed. Numbers

drawing the most enthusiastic responses spoke of the modern period --the Charleston

danced to "Five Foot Two," a jazz tune, "That's A Plenty," one celebrating the

entry of Hawaii as a state, "Hu Ei La," then a disco tune and dance complete

with flickering, purplish lights. Two patriotic songs, "America the Beautiful"

and "You're a Grand Old Flag" rounded out this historical musical.

Information about Miss Tina Christensen's Peaceful Plains School, District

4 in Thomas County, comes to me principally by letter, the "Histrmic Sites" form,

and the school's newspaper. Peaceful Plains, like the first two schools discussed

in this chapter,. lies in the most sparsely settled section of Nebraska,. twenty-five

miles south and fifteen west of Medford. The dB601 was 'milt in 1968,, was in use

for threw years, then vacant for tan, but has been in session since the fall of
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1979. The teacher lives on the grounds.

Somewhat indicative of the nfture of the school is the fact that it

is a member of the Nebraska Historical Society. It is the Peaceful Flalne

We:, however, that speaks eloquently of the school.

On Friday morning, September 5, Miss Tina's school left for Thedford at

8:30 for health checks about 10:00 a.m. Afterwards they went to the library

and "got lots of books and some Sesame Street records." This was followed by

lunch at the park where the students got "lots of big leaves and beans from the

catalpa trees in the park." They saw a lizard "that was racily fast." After

lunch, they visited an "antique museum." They saw many things including "an

old bed that had a note from a woman in North Platte who said she was born in

that bed," a quilt, and " a pair of real lovhcrt horns." That same night

was "Night school for the stars." Teacher and students br:ght their suppers

and ate up in the trees, then vent inside to study their booklet on the stars.

After the sun went down, they climbed a hill and saw some satellites, a shooting

star, and some jet planes, the pener reported. They located such constellations

as "The Great Square" and "The Northern Cross," also stars like Antares, the

red star, and Vega, the blue star. However the day wasn't entirely educational:

Tammy's little sister fell in the cactus and got stickers all over her
legs and hands and wrists. It took a long time to get them all out.
On the way back we saw some shiny things. That was eyes from three
deer. They were all does.

Friday, September 12, was "Jelly Day." It consisted of the students

picking prickly pear apples after dinner. (It is "dinner" at noon and "supper"

in the evening for these youthful writers.) After scraping "the little

whiskers off," they cooked them, and found "they had a funny smell that smelled

like vegetables and fruit together." While some wild plums were cooking, they

took turns reading poems. Four boys took the peelings out to dump: "They ate'

some of the peelings all the way down and all the way hack." The next day,
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Miss Tina took each of them two jars of wild plum and two of prickly pear

jelly: "The prickly pear jelly is good on pancakes. But it's kind of slimy

and stringy." Again, the contributor's account of the day had a coda: "Shane and

Stacy brought back a ewe's head to add to our collection on our fence."

For movement, earthiness, and compression a is Hemingway, the following

story, "Fo-d for the Indian-Village," is notable:

We were riding the three-wheeler getting the milk cow in and we
ran over the snake's tail. Shane was driving. Scott thought the snake's
tail was a rope. He turned Shane around and ran over it again. It wasn't
dead, but we went up to get4tke milk cow, up on the hill where we look
for her. Then we must have run over the rabbit's hole because a rabbit
jumped out from under the tire. We chased him on the three wheeler. Shane
jumped off. Mittens tackled the rabbit and crippled him. I stomped on his
stomach. Then I went back and got Shane, and Shane caught him. We put
him in the gunny sack from the tool box. We got the milk dow. Then we
followed the snake's trail. We got a brick from by the cow's trail and
threw it on the snake. Then we went back and got a shovel and a steel
pipe. He was herd to kill. We chopped his head oft with the shovel.
We brought the rabbit end the snake to school next day. We got our
picture taken.

Should one have been wondering what the title of the previous story had to do

with its action, the rsxt story, "A Burial, A Bat, and Slue Pills," published

the following Friday informs him:

%fore school this morning we buried the big snake and the rabbit
because they stunk too much. We put them south of the trees by the Indian
village. When you shuffled your feet around where the rabbit was
buried, his feet came out of the ground. His ears came out, too.

The last page of Volume II has verses from, "Gonna Take a Ride on My

Three Wheeler":

Gonna take a ride on my three wheeler,
Gonna take a ride an-my three wheeler,
Zoom zoom rattle bump ay along,
Gonna take a ride on my three wheeler.

Coat and lunch pail on the back,
Tie 'em up in an old cake sack.
Climb climb rattle get on benind
Climb climb rattle on down to school.

Editor Craig Connel, fourth grade, signs oft with

This was a long paper,
August and September.
Had a lot of stuff. 104
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In this chapter, I have attempted to describe the rural school today

as to its capacity for educating its youthful clientele. It is clear that

in respect to physical conditionswarmth, sanitation, hot lunches, and thr,

like--it is well or at least adequately endowed. So many agencies stand ready

to help--county superintendents' offices, !Ws, educational television, and

others. Teachers have more formal education. The few school activities just

recounted, a partial list to be sure, speak wall of the accomplishments of

rural schools. It remains to speculate on its future.

The question most often bruited about on the country school fa not

whether it will continue to improve. Rather, it is whether, having deolineA

in numbers so markedly, it will continue that decline and fall below the

400 schools now in existence, or be abolished altogether.

This is a perennial questions. One reason is that rural populations

in same sectors are declining. Consider Arthur County which has lost

population in the last decade, where in certain areas Superintendent Cross

observed one could not get enough people together to warrant having a

literary. This is but an instance of many. Obviously, maintaining a school with

a handful of students is expenSive. In spite of that, many districts would

prefer to keep the school going than to have their properties adaed to a city's

where the tax levy might be higher.

This problem--that tax support for schools is not universally equal--

has disturbed granps of taxpayers who argue that many areas do not pay their

full shirre of the tax load. Accordingly, they seek to pass legislation which

will bring those districts, generally Class I, into larger taxing units. For

example, ringing the City of Kearney are several quite modern Class I school
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districts, at least three with new school buildings. Their eighth-grade graduates

can go to any high school in the state because a county-wide levy pays their

tuition which, in 'Buffalo County I am informed, runs between two and three

thousand per year per student. A Class I District which ends instruction at the

sixth grade has to pay tuition from its own funds for the seventh and eighth

grade years. Whether such contiguous districts around Kearney will be required to

become part of a X-12 taxing entity is the subject of a bill now before the

state legislature. A recent news story quotes Governor Charles Thone as saying

he will veto it in its present form because it would interfere with a district's

right to local determination.

A few schools whose boundaries run right up to a lity's find that the

housing subdivisions' encroaching on the country school's taxable lauds are

creating problems for them in as much as the added valuation of the new

residences will not pay for the increased numbers of students added. One board

member of such a rural district reported to me that a new house sitting where

only a field existed before might add 3500.00 to district revenues but, if

two more children came in whose per student expense might be $1500.00 each,

the district would fall behind. In time, the movement to the country will

create serious financial problems for his district as it has for others already.

Ray Craig (previously cited), Lincoln County Sdperintendent, remarks that this

situation prevails around the City of North Platte where some schools have a

full complement of teachers and a principal but are feeling the pinch of increased

enrollment., Such a school district might find it profitable to let its land be

joined to neighboring units.
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Observing that much consolidation of schools has occurred recently,

Gordon Hansen (previously cited), Superintendent of Schools for Adams County

also a longtime administrator, states that many other cities have this

situation which might hinder their expanding. In Adams County, Hastings is

surrounded by rich Class I districts that are also a part of a Class VI

(high school) district. Ten of them are consolidated into Adams Central

District (Class VI) which gives it a quite high evaluation of $78,000,000.00

for 450 students, Mr. Hansen noted. Apparently, then, these Class I districts

(rural schools), having thus far sufficient enrollment and ample tax bases,

will not be affected by the legislation mentioned above.

The City of Hastings can only with great difficulty expand its taxing

area for school purposes. An Associated Press release published in the ash'

World Herald, February 24, 1981 (when this chapter is being written), notes

that a bill offered by Maurice Kremer, LB 13, was heard by the Education Committee

February 23. The release reported witnesses to this effect:

the Kremer bill likely would result in residents of the suburban and
rural Class 1 and 6 districts voting to stay out of the three city dis=-
tricts in Grand Island, Hastings, and Columbus, which are also Class
3 districts.

Up to this point, under certain conditions, the City of Hastings might bring

in outlying districts without their voted consent. Kremer's bill would

prevent it. Dwane S. Strasheim, Hastings school board member, spoke against

Kremer's bill on the grounds that it would, in the terms of the news release,

"strangle growth of the city school systems." L3 308 introduced on the same

day as Kremer's bill would deal with a similar situation in areas surroinding

Bellevue and Papillion in Sarpy County. It would remove a statutory provision,

as the news release states matters, "requiring is vote on expanding school district

boundaries to include persons in territory proposed for annexation to Bellevue."

10?
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The situation is ultra complex, especially in regard to districts that

lie in areas of expanding or shifting populations. Most people interviewed had

presty clear opinions on continuing school where only two or three pupils

remained. They thought it inadvisable. In some isolated districts, however,

long distances and bad roads night make it desirable to retain school for

those small numbers even. Those persons most devoted to the rural school

concept seemed fatalistically to accent the fact that the one-room school

would eventually pass out of existence.

I hope that if such a contingency does come to pass that this endeavor,

"The Country School Legacy," will let it live in history, at least.
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Chapter VII.

Reflections and New Directions

Throughout this report I have refrained from compaing the country to

the city school. To do so, would have more than doubled the research task,

and there bas been insufficient time as it is. Some comment on the value

of the rural sohools themselves might profitably be made here, however.

It will amount to a kind of justification for their existence. Stich values

as they possess, or have possessed, can well be read into the present scene

as e way of validating the worth of history.

Vtrtually all present and past country schoolteachers argued for the

place of the "basics" in elementary r^hooling. Now, to some people, the

"basics" are what they studied yesterday that was difficult. Most teachers

I interviewed saw them as subject matter basic to further learning. For

instance, they taught phonics fcr th." were the sound system o2 the language

without a knowledge of which spelling itself was hard to learn. Further, to

fuse properly spelled words into sentences, one needed grammar, they thought,

They were convinced that knowing the sounds of individual syllables would lead

youthful readers better to decode the printed page. It gave them independence.

Liar, knowing the sounds worked for better pronunciation. So, phonics, the

round system of the language, the smallest units, had to be mastered first. Why

skip that needed first step in reading or spelling, they seemed to ask. In the

same way, they had students practice then Palmer exercises in penmanshipthe

ovals continuous, the ovals linked, the push and pull, exercises. Why so?

Because they contained practically every stroke one would need in cursive writing.

They were to actual penmansbip. While not many country schoolteachers

taught singing by note, a te% did. In the same way, "do- re-mi" were the funda-
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mental plate- of song. Then the rural schoolteacher taught the facts of

mathematics--addition and subtraction facts and multiplicatian tables.

One could not figure the number of posts in a quarter-mile- fence without

them. These facts were the first necessary hop in problem- salving.

Thus, behind #e basic reading, writing, and arithmetic courses lay the even

more basic set of skills and information. Lt it is well to emphasize the

fundamental skills as prerequisite to the fundamental subjects of reading,

writing, and arithmetic, and most people suggest the country schoolteachers

taught them well, then their practices offer much for contemporary scrutiny.

A rural schoolteacher calls school into session to begin classes that

may take in several grades and several subjects. The third grade student listens

in on the upper grade physiology lesson where he learns the physical bases

underlying the health habits he has been adjured to practice. The fourth

grader who is reading fairy stories in his reader finds a story about a World

Was I air battle grasping his interest. Perhaps the apt fifth grader has

picked up simple square root from the eighth grade classes. These students

sample the whole spectrum of exudies before they reach them in their own grades.

In the same way, upperclassmen review. Senator Carl T. Curtis thought this

kind Jf experience beneficial 'e education have to follow the step=by-step

progression religiously? Can not something good be said for reviews and preview'?

If &country schoolteacher is a poor one, and if she does not move on

-am the two years thought about right for tenure in one school, then she could

be a youngster's sole educational influence for four or five years, and that

could be undesirable, as pr. Anne Campbell suggested. Contrarily, if she is

good, then a long tenure could bless the student. Another feature cf the rural
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school is that students learn of boys and girls in a larger variety of ages

since they sit in the same classroom with them and share the recess games. They

arm likely to know them better. Something beneficial can accrue from this.

Let us assume that we early learn types of people. Those types--vicious,

pleasant, curious, patient, mild, quick-tempered--can serve as the physical

equivalents of such qualities as we see manifested in other-Ys. They' Mien

become symbols. Formed well in our impressionable years, they become the

categories by which we sort out peTsonality types we meet further along in

life. They are the vehicles of our thoughts in future times.

A Wordsworthian romantic would want his children reared close to

nature. The farther they get away from it, the farther they are from God.

"The child is the father of man," said Wordsworth. Truly, does taking a

child, who is natural, sway from his natural setting do damage to his psyche?

If that is the case, tie,' chill in the rural school probably with undeveloped

nature close at hand is in his best place. Note in the EguataElagg

Lein how the stories smack of a firsthand rubbing of noses with nature,

both in the violence shown and the more tender portions, as well as in the

simple, direct language. It makes Ewer-on sound like a prophet when he

argued that the man of nature, he of the fields and the forest, would speak

a more piquant language than any other. Is there an instruction here for those

who would ask children to get their exercise in physical education classes

in gymnasiums or live in lighted areas where they can not ate the stars?

Several people suggested that many country school patrons sincerely do

not want their children to attend town schools where, they were convinced,
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disoipline proved a problem, also where they might get into had habits

as per dope, especially. Be that as it may, some thought it quits imprac-

tical and undesirable to transport children miles and miles, through long

morning and evening hours to a larger school. The country school, as they

saw it, had the advantage of being a place less tempting to error and also

much closer to home. If the latter factor seems Invalid, one reflects that

many city people do not favor forced busing which takes their children to

schools in other neighborhoods than their own:

With but one required visit yearly from a county superintendent, the

country schools work with a minimum of supervision. Whatever the disadvantages

may be, omaJa.ehm4she does not have a layer or two of administrative

officials over her. She likes the independence of being her own-boest'largely.

Having no principal, she ban to be resourceful. She faces problems with

parents on her own, similarly those involving discipline. She is the hour-

by-hour counselor for her students. Having in Nebraska no prescribed course

of study, a _m has to plan her own, for the greater part. Thus, she develops

in herself the quality of self-reliance. Most country schoolteachers travel

several miles to their schools. They have to open the building and.set the

)5"ftipphysi lant to going themeelves. Most of them have no coffee break and,

in fact, little isolation from their students for at least six hours. I have

found them to be tough, reeourceful, uncomplaining people. They are good

models for a profession.

Research comes about becausorone has a problem that requires a'solution.

Maybe this burr under one's mental saddle blanket is just that one does not

know and needs to. Whatever it might bc, one expects that research will tarn
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up other knotty questions that demand answering. Here, I will suggest a

few.

A year ago, I asked the State Department of Education for figures comp.

paring the academic performances in high school of country school graduates

with those from larger, city schools. It had none. Three weeks past, an

assistant to a state senator asked for the same information from me. I

could give her none. Within the past two weeks, I Wm* field the query

from two citizens whose children go to Class I, rural schools. Again, I

f
could supply none. LB 319, discussed in an earlier chapter, has stirred

11, up some furor.

Such a study should be mad.. If country schools are to face conditions

'at will militate against their continued mcistence, then someone should

know if really effective educatio,1 institutions are going under. Then,

at least some solid reasons would guide the voters, one way or the other.

In a few areas, churches and schools are located close to each other.

Whether they are closely connected, that is if school is a part cf the JeIrch

community, or'not, the influence of one on the other as a purely historical

study might well be undertaken before one or the other or both cease

operations.

In the northern sections of Nebraska, Indians from the reservations in

South Dakota or-from the Santee Sioux, Winnebago, and Omaha reservations

in Nebraska have attended the whitemanyst non- agency schools. While I have

commented on one or two of them, there mast have been many more. One needs the

kind of study for the Indian that parallels nose of Anther and Nielsen for

the immigrants.
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In another way, our research is but a beginning. It might well 4Q

extended in another sense. Our instructions stipulated that we should try

to cover most geographical areas of Nebraska. Thus, it was impossible to

cover any area in depth. In Holt County, for exampas, there are around

forty-five one or two-teacher schools. This is a phenomenon that needs

intensive investigation. There are others.

In closing, it remains to make a comment on the country school to

this effect. It is a beleagured institution and will not, for long,

withstand all the forces that ire working for its extinction. I have touched

on most of than throughout the report. No one can say when they might

disappear from the Nebraska scene, but when they do as they will largely,

researchers on the "Country School Legacy" can say they have had a hand

in preservine its history.

2
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My research has had highlights that I have not woven into the report.

j
They are the spice that lend piquancy to a study. I shall "list" them here.

A doctoral candidate in Minnesota who is writing a dissertation on

the spinster schoolteacher circa 1900 is exchanging material with me. She

will supply as with comments from a woman of over ninety who taught in the

North Platte tree, and knew Buffalo Bill.

A professor of urban studies in Wisconsin is readying a book-length study

of country school children in Nebraska. We are cognizant of aach other's

efforts and have exchanged some information.

An English headmaster over a three-teacher rural school there will visit

the United States this spring. We plan to confer. Be is studying rural

schools in Europe, Australia, and the United States.

A request-of a southeastern Nebraska newspaper for copies of ornate

handwriting turned up many =-and also a relative, previously unknown to me,

in Califdrnia.

Acting on a suggestion by Andrew Gulliford, the President of Kearney State

College is activating a committee to plan for a rural school teachers' day

at the annual homecoming festivities in the fall of 1981.
A

Seveval meetings are in proepect for me--lectuies, newspaper articles,

a national meeting this fall, an editorial, all these to complement three

television appearances. An oral history workshop with "my Whistler and

Andrew Oullifordp with forty-five influential people in English in attendance,

sat-m aajcarJannaryp 1981,. feature.

A truly major highlight--the people I have met from near and far in this

endeavor plus the knowledge gained, etc.p from the research and writing.
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for Great Plains Studies, Dniversitv of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1979, pp. 30-31.

8. AMIRM, P. 32.

9. Letter from Everett Dick to Andrew Gulliford, December 17, 1980. 0

10. Oral interview with Senator Carl T. Curtis, conducted by James Smith and
Roy aarnard, Kearney State College, May 30, 1980.
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11. Frances Jacobs Alberts, editor,ge Buie MIemorkela Vols. I, II, III.
No city: Sod House Society, 1972, Vol. III, p. 162. Subsequent
references will be to volume and page number.

12. Oral interview of Mae Manion by Sandra Scofield, December 5, 1980. One
of Mrs. Manion's best known students was Mari Sandoz.

13. Robert Anderson, Zra,SlavervIgAtfluencg. Facts of publication not
available.

14.71nterview of Mrs. Maude Chamberlain McGuire by John Nickens at Alliance,
Nebraska, September 6, 1980.

15. Oral interview of Mrs. Katharine Eliker by Ernest Grundy, October 9,
1980, at Dawson County Court House, Lexington, Nebraska.

16. Oral interview by Ernest and Phyllis Grundy or Deese and Clifford
Woodman at their farm home southeast of Sheltc-4, Nebraska, November 10,
1980.

17. Oral interview of Mrs. Lorraine Englebrecht by Ernest GriEdy at Ogallala,
Nebraska, August 13, 1980.

18. Oral interview of Wilder Cross by Ernest Grundy at Arthur County Court
Rouse, Arthur, Nebraska, August 12, 1980.

19. Oral interview of Audrey Schoenbeck by Ernest and Phyllis Grundy, at
Rock County Court House, Haseett, Nebraska, AL4ust 20, 1980.

1. Oral interview with Dr. Anne Campbell by Dr. Anne Cognard, Co-director,
Nebraska Committee for the Humanities, in Lincoln, December 17, 1980.

2. Harley Pfeiffer, Sunervisor, "tatistice rs logiu gdmia, Vol. I,
1979-80. Lincoln: Nebraska State Department of Education, 1979.80.

3. Interview with Mrs. Lorraine Englebrecht by Ernest Grundy, August 13,
1980, at. Ogallala, Nebraska.

4. Sophne Keith Winther, 2kka kalstlitbzukg. Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1976. First published 1936 by MacMillan Company. pp. 45-51.

5. id:nth:rt., =Is la, pp. 141463.

6. Nielsen, Aft, pp. 83-84.

7. Snyder -last, alum, pp. 145-46.

8. Interview with. Mrs. Elik.r, previously cited.

9. Interviewwith Mrs. Manion, previously cited:7\
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10. Oral interview of Mts. Caroline Pifer by Sandra Scofield, December 11,
1980, in rural Gordon, Nebraska.

11. See "Country Schools and the Americanization of Ethnic Groups," paper
prepared by Sandra Scofield, Chadron State College, for "The Country
School Legacy," January 20, 1981

12. Oral interview of Harry Younglund by Ernest Grundy at Stromsburg
Nebraska, October 14, 1980.

13. Oral interview by Loren Pinkerman of Clement W. Christensen, December 26,
1980, at Lynch, Nebraska, five miles east and two north.

14. Intervfw of Wilsie Cross by Ernest Grundy,August 12, 1980, previously cited.

rda2

1. Letter from Ray G. Parrish, Hulot Nebraska, to Ernest Grundy, October
11, 1980.

2. Excerpts taken from Heritaakyillaaa laza, published 1976 by the
Officer for Publications and Information, Lincoln Public Schools, Lincoln
Nebraska.

3. An unsigned, undated paper in possession of Stuhr Museum, Grand Island,
Nebraska, Warren Rodgers, Educational Officer, is informative on textbooks
in general and on the widespread use of the McGuffey Readers in par
ticular, stating that 122,000,000 copes were issued from 1836 to 1920
and that many Nebraska schools used them.

4. William Christy, "The Ain't Box," Lai lingx
,State College, July, 1966.

5. Robert L. Conger's pa-per, written February,
School Legacy," sent to Ernest Grundy.

6. Letter from Joseph E. Thackrey, Athens, Ohio, to Andrew Gull/ford, Silt,
Colorado, dated January 14, 1981.

7. Interview of Mrs. Helen Waits, Tryon, Nebraska, by Clayton Dobbins,
City Superintendent of Schools, Tryon, Nebraska, September 25, 1980.

8. From HebragialWANJ Vol. 13, 1910-11, p. 1;4. Early copies of this
unindexed journal arervaluable sources of information on early country
schools.

ya, Thesis, blarney

1981, for "The Country

9. Fred Schroeder, "Educational Legacy: Rural One-room Schoolhouses, p.
in =UM Ermafianti.22
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1. See the Appendix of 11bramkali Spools, Stuhr Museum.

r, 2. From an essay by Karmen L. Karre, "The Life of Mari Undo% as a
Teacher," prepared for Dr. Helen Stauffer, Kearney State College, n.d.

3. Oral interview of Mrs. Edna Peniska by Helen Barber, a teacher at Santee
School, Santee, Nebraska, January 12, 1981.

4. By Mattis Simmons as told to Faye Musil, "Memories of a Schoolmarm,"
jaakragkilAnd, Vol. 48, April 1970, pp. 36-39, 52-53. The editors add
that "Mattis Simmons" is a fictitious character representing all school-
teachers of the times.

iv

5. James Dertien's paper for "The Country School Legacy," January 21, 1981,
p. 8, as taken from the W. P. A. Writers' Project, "Pioneer LIU in
Nebraska Pamphlets, Series II, p. 25--"Interview with Prank Grady (Raymond)."

6. Reported in Dertien's paper, p. 9, a story related by Grace Thompson
to Berry Larsen, Arum,- 1980.

7. Reported in Dertien's paper, pp. 8-9, from I. . A. Writer's Project,
"Interview with Charles Wertz (Richland) 1940. ?Ulmer WI= abash
Pammhlets, Series II, pp. 10-18.

8. Karmen L. Karre pew, p. 17.'

9. John G. Neihardt, 933 c & intjaagg, 12= .1,181-1901,.

New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1972, pp. 156-163.

10. Jo Ann Amu:, Glenvi).14 Nebraska Centennial 1872-197:, n. d., no
publisher listed, prerumably by the author in Glenville.

11. A. J. Leach, History RI:Antelope 14141X. Chicago: R. R. Donally and Sons,
1909, pp. 167-70.

12. Mrs. Mildred Anderson, taken from Polk newspaper, no date, circa 1980,F)
read onto tape during oral interview by ;rust Grundy at Stro burg,
Nebraska, October 16, 1980.

13. Edwin Ford Piper, "The Schoolmistress," kiziald Wayfarera.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1924, pp. 48-52.

Uttar-31

1. lamb" ibuilemlbois4 213611 A.222'12 21:i12MULIL 296707.
Published by the Educational Service Units of Nebraska and the Nebraska
Eduoatitnnal Service Unit Boards Association, no city, no date.
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Notes, continaed

2. Letter of November 5, 1980, from Rodney D. Smith, Administrator, ESU #11,
Soldrege, Nebraska, to Ernest Grundy.

3. Don Welch, "Poet in Residence at a Country School, Mill= int.
Kearney: Kearney State College Press, 1980, p. 11.

4. Letter from Dr. Martin L. Heflebover, Director/School Psychologist,
Sandhills Educational Services Coop, Broken Bow, Nebraska, Dec. 5, 1980,
to Ernest Grundy.

5. 'Three R's," from James Dertien's report on "The Country School Legacy,
PP. 8-14, previously cited.

6. Oral interview with Gordon Hansen, County Superintendent of Schools for
Adams County, by Ernest Grundy, Fovember 5, 1980, at Hanover School,
District 75, 10 miles southeast of Hastings.

7. Reported in James Dertien's paper, p. 10, taken from an unpublished,
untitl."1 typed letter by C. W.Crum, Madison County Superintendent around
the tarn of the present century. Letter deposited with Madison County
Historical Society.

8. Tape prep..red by Ray Craig, Superintendent of Schools for Lincoln
County, for Ernest Grundy and "The Country School Legacy," at North
Platte, October 22, 1980.

9. Oral interview with Mr. Glen Estes, former County Superintendent of Schools
for Rock County, Bassett, condu2ted by Ernest Grundy at Kearney State
College Sept. 3, 1980, Kent Estes, son and KSC faculty, present.

10. Oral interview of Mrs. Jane Peterson, Rock County Superintendent of
Schools, Bassett, by Ernest Grundy, August 20, 1980.

11. Oral interview with Miss Audrey Schoenbeck, District 75, Pleasant Hill
School, Rock County, Nebraska, August 20, 1980, by Ernest and Phyllis
Grundy. Pleasant Hill is about thirty-five miles northwest of Burwell,
but similarly across sparsely populated lands.

12. Interview with Mrs. Christy Keller and Judith Duvall. at Bassett, August 20,
1980, by Ernest and Phyllis Grundy.

13. Zug= Naga Zgggra Peaceful Plains School, Thomas County, Nebraska,
Sept. 1980, Vol. III #1. Teacher: Tina Christensen, North Star
Route, Stlleton, NE., 69163.


